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FRONT COVER
Passo del San Gottardo (Tremola)
Airolo, Switzerland
Distance: 13.4 km
Elevation gain: 950 m
Average gradient: 7.1%
Road surface: Cobblestone
The Tremola is a serpentine cobbled road that dates
back to Roman times in the high Alps. It ascends
for 13.4 kilometers, up to Passo del San Gottardo at
2,091 meters.

Page 1 – Wind Tunnel
Politecnico di Milano
Milan, Italy
In addition to testing in competition and in training,
the creation of Castelli’s Rosso Corsa products also
involves tests in the wind tunnel. The products
undergo a slightly different production process,
which applies aerodynamic studies to everything and
places the construction design of the garment in the
next step.

Page 2 – La Trouée d'Arenberg
Tranchée de Wallers-Arenberg
Wallers, France
Distance: 2.4 km
Road surface: Cobblestone
The stretch of cobbles through the Arenberg Forest is
the most decisive and spectacular of Paris-Roubaix,
the race they call the Queen of the Classics. The
Trouée d’Arenberg has been part of the race since
1968.

Page 4 – Castelletto di Rotzo
Valico di Rotzo
Pedescala, Italy
Distance: 12.35 km
Elevation gain: 635 m
Average gradient: 5.1%
Road surface: Asphalt
Located at the end of the Valdastico valley, the
relatively long climb of Valico di Rotzo starts in the
village of Pedescala and takes you to the Altopiano
di Asiago, with a constant gradient hovering between
3.5% and 6%. The Valico di Rotzo, with its superb
scenery and 17 hairpin bends, is a joy to ride and good
workout for FTP testing.

A SECRET
LOOK INTO
THE CASTELLI
INNOVATION
LABORATORY
Creating Castelli products hardly seems like
work. It all starts with a fundamental belief
that everything in your cycling wardrobe can
be improved. So every time you ride, every
time you work with the pro riders, every time
you’re chatting with your riding companions,
you’re thinking of the next innovation.
The next step is the design and development
process. Developing fabrics. Trying on
samples. Refining until it’s just right.
Next comes our internal testing. Just our
internal staff at our Italian headquarters
in the Dolomites we have a combined 2.5
million kilometers of riding experience,
and at least double that number with our
subsidiaries and sales force around the
world. A product has to satisfy us before it
gets to the pros and you.
Sometimes that testing means riding in
amazing places. And with amazing people.
We hope you enjoy the images in this catalog
— from the roads around our offices to the
cobbles of Roubaix to the hills of Chianti in
Tuscany and beyond. These are the pictures
of our product innovation laboratory.
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SPEED SUITS
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FROM THE SECRET SPEED LABS
Our speed suit project is permanently open, and
we believe that we’re going to continue to see
significant gains over the coming years. The Body
Paint 3.3 version is the result of CFD modeling
followed by extensive pattern engineering and
fabric research, then further testing in the wind
tunnel and on the road. For 2016 we’ve been
back in the wind tunnel and found a few extra
watts of savings from a new construction in
the leg and a new fabric in the yoke. Someday,
somewhere, that’s going to make the difference
between first and second place.

BODY PAINT 3.3 SPEED SUIT LS 4517000
Probably the fastest suit on the WorldTour, now available to non-WorldTour riders
Boundary Layer engineering to reduce drag over every portion of the suit
New fabrics on shoulder and lower leg make it even faster
Race number flap
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort
Race fit: Note that this suit fits very snugly
Never beaten in our wind tunnel testing by any other commercially available suit
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 267g (Large)

101

BLACK/WHITE

134

BLACK/ORANGE

AERO SPECIFICS
WATT SAVING: 28
Compared to a standard jersey
at 40 km/h.

|8|
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SANREMO 3.2 SPEED SUIT 4517001
AERO SPECIFICS

Probably the fastest road riding kit available Developed and
perfected through 6 years on the WorldTour
The lower portion is our Free Aero Race short for comfort,
muscle support and aerodynamics
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for pro-level comfort
Upper portion is based on our Aero Race 5.1 Jersey for CFD and
wind tunnel tuned aerodynamics
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips
Open front makes it easy to put on, easy to ventilate and convenient for nature breaks
SIZES: S-3XL

WATT SAVING: 24
Compared to a standard jersey
at 40 km/h.

WEIGHT: 211g (Large)

SANREMO CHANGED THE
WAY PRO RIDERS DRESS

009

ANTHRACITE/BLACK

080

LUNA GRAY/ORANGE

010

BLACK/WHITE

When the original Sanremo Speedsuit stormed to victory with Johan Vansummeren at the
2011 Paris-Roubaix, no one had ever seen anything like it. A skinsuit for road racing. With
three rear pockets. With skinsuit construction for three-quarters of the circumference of the
waist, but an overlapping front that makes it easy to put on, easy for pee stops and easy to
open up for hot climbs. Every other pro team struggled to catch up while we set about making
our speedsuit even better. We shifted from a Lycra® fabric on the front (too wet) to a 98%
polyester fabric to keep you dry, and in the process we gave it a bit of surface texture that
made it even faster in the wind tunnel. We continued to work on the fit and comfort, and this
year we updated the short portion to our best race short, the Free Aero Race short. It’s the
fastest, most comfortable road riding suit you can buy. Also available in Castelli’s Servizio
Corse custom team program.
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BIBSHORTS
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BIBSHORT CHART – THE RIGHT SHORTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
When it comes to performance cycling, whether it’s long weekend rides, road races or granfondos, bibshorts are where
it’s at for outright comfort. A perfect pair of bibshorts will provide just the right balance of comfort and support for your
legs when you’re pounding out those kilometers.

MONDIALE BIBSHORT

PREMIO BIBSHORT

FREE AERO RACE BIBSHORT

INFERNO BIBSHORT

ENDURANCE X2 BIBSHORT

VOLO BIBSHORT

VELOCISSIMO BIBSHORT

EVOLUZIONE 2 BIBSHORT

Premium bibshort with supreme comfort
in every detail for long hours in the saddle.
The reduced number of seams and perfect
fit mean that you will be able to forget you
have the Mondiale on.

Extra support for your longest rides.
The Premio feels like a second skin,
comfortably snug around the legs, hips
and buttocks. The few seams are carefully
placed to avoid pulling or chafing.

The ultimate race short, designed to cheat
the wind, supremely comfortable, highly
breathable and lightweight. Made for and
tested in the UCI WorldTour.

Made for racing when the sun is hot
and the road is steep. We have used six
different fabrics to make a short that
keeps you cool and prevents overheating.

Supremely comfortable and durable allaround short for long-distance riding. The
short hugs your body with its eight-panel
anatomic design and compressive fit.
Endurance Evolution fabric rapidly wicks
moisture off your skin while supporting
key muscle groups on the road.

Comfortable on a wide range of body
shapes, the Volo is highly breathable,
aerodynamic and lightweight. A true race
short for when you’re sponsoring your
own passion.

Comfortable bibshort for all-day riding,
with durability that justifies the price.
Velocissimo is Italian for super fast, which
tells you all you need to know about a pair
of Castelli shorts.

Moisture-wicking fabric, eight-panel
construction and our proprietary KISS Air
seat pad. The Evoluzione is an entry-level
bibshort with features usually reserved
for shorts twice the price.
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PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

KISS AIR

KISS AIR

KISS AIR

COMFORT

COMFORT

SUPPORT

LIGHTWEIGHT

COMFORT

RACE SHORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

PREMIUM

SUPPORT

RACE SHORT

HOT WEATHER

SUPPORT

AERO

LONG HOURS IN THE SADDLE

AERO
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MONDIALE BIBSHORT 4516001
220 g/m2 Cinquanta fabric with 50% Lycra® content for
incredible stretch and rebound and an insanely soft hand
Reduced panel construction eliminates seams for better fit
and comfort
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for pro-level comfort
No-sew bonded bib straps with upper-back 3D shaped yoke
Laser-cut ventilation holes on back of bib
No-sew bonded leg endings with silicone gripper
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 171g (Large)

UNLIKE
ANYTHING
YOU’VE EVER
NOT FELT

010

BLACK

With the Mondiale Bibshort we simply set out to design the most comfortable bibshort we could make.
Everything we do in some way goes back to speed, and in this case the Mondiale short is made for
your longest training rides to make you faster for race day in your Free Aero Race Bibshorts, or those
rides where you’re just out enjoying your race fitness. Either way, this short is obscenely comfortable with its 220g Cinquanta
fabric with a full 50% Lycra® content that coddles you unlike any short you’ve ever worn. The construction builds on the comfort
we developed with our Body Paint shorts, but the new higher-rebound fabric provides greater support with improved freedom
of movement. Laser-cut ventilation on the back and no-sew bonded seams complete the feeling that we held absolutely nothing
back in making the most comfortable short you’ve ever used.
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082

MIDNIGHT NAVY

#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/136998796
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PREMIO BIBSHORT 4517006
Forza fabric with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
3D mesh breathable lumbar support band
Reduced seaming for more comfort
Raw-edge leg ending with vertical silicone grippers
Bonded flat ergonomic bib straps for extra comfort
Embossed Castelli shadow wordmark
Progetto X2 Air seat pad
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 201g (Large)

EXCEPTIONALLY COMFORTABLE AND QUICK
WICKING FOR YOUR LONGEST RIDE
010

BLACK

RIDE LONGER
This is the short we made for your longest ride. That ride where you're demanding something extra from your legs, from
your mind, and from your equipment. We've all done those rides when you use every last bit of energy, draw on all those
training rides, and appreciate that extra bit of support and protection. Most Castelli products are made for racing and tend
towards minimalism. This short goes the other way giving a bit more compression in the legs, an extra compression band
around the lower back, and comes up a bit higher in front to hold everything in.
We still couldn't resist some nods towards minimalism, like the innovative leg ending that avoids any sort of elastic
whatsoever and instead uses vertical bands that grip the leg with out limiting stretch. And the bib straps are completely
seamless and just disappear when you put them on. And finally there's the Progetto X2 Air seat pad that straddles the line
between giving plenty of support and padding while being soft enough that you almost don't feel it.

| 18 |
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FREE AERO RACE BIBSHORT 4515003
Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal
coverage, maximum comfort
GIRO Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed
over larger area
Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort
SIZES: S-3XL

THE ULTIMATE RACE SHORT

WEIGHT: 178g (Large)

#VIDEOFILE

101

BLACK/WHITE STITCHING

vimeo.com/122292458

010

BLACK/BLACK STITCHING

FREE AERO RACE SHORT 4515004
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 153g (Large)

010

BLACK/BLACK STITCHING
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FREE AERO RACE BIBSHORT
TEAM VERSION 4515005

FREE AERO RACE BIBSHORT
KIT VERSION 4517005

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal
coverage, maximum comfort
GIRO Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed
over larger area
Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal coverage,
maximum comfort
GIRO Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over
larger area
Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
New improved Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 178g (Large)

010

BLACK

CASTELLI TIP
WASHING YOUR SHORTS
When you wash these shorts, hang them to dry
right side out in a shady, ventilated place. Direct
sunlight can foster bacteria growth. Buy your
shorts slightly snug. They’ve been engineered to
perform best like that because the seat pad will be
held in place and not move around.
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156

BLACK/PALE BLUE

134

BLACK/ORANGE

WEIGHT: 178g (Large)

010

BLACK/RED

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/ORANGE

009

ANTHRACITE/PALE BLUE

The Free Aero Race short has been engineered as our premier race short. Our first Free Aero Race
debuted in 2007 and has undergone continuous improvement as we develop new fabrics and
construction methods and respond to feedback from our professional teams. We designed the Free
Aero Race to be fast by concentrating on helping you get the most out of your body and by optimizing
aerodynamics. The other main goal in this short is comfort, because the pros will be riding 30,000
km per year, and a four-hour ride isn’t even considered long. While the Free Aero Race short has
been engineered for top-level racing, all its features make it an ideal short for whatever your cycling
challenge.
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ENDURANCE X2 BIBSHORT 4514005
Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle
support and feels dryer in nearly all conditions
Engineered bib strap construction is comfortable on a
wide range of body shapes
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort
GIRO3 leg grippers lie flat
Rear reflective tabs
Heat transfer logos

INFERNO BIBSHORT 4515007
The ultimate short for racing and riding in hot
conditions
6 different fabrics to bring maximum cooling to
each specific part of the short
GIRO Air engineered mesh leg gripper
Race radio pocket
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort
Use of sunscreen is recommended
SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 188g (Large)

WEIGHT: 188g (Large)

HOTTER THAN HELL
The Inferno is our premium-level race short made specifically
for hot weather. Designed to keep you as cool as possible, it
has a perforated fabric on the side panels and mesh-like GIRO
Air leg bands, and the fabric on the front of the short actually
includes titanium dioxide (the active ingredient in sunscreen) to
help reflect UV rays and keep you cool. You see the pros from
Cannondale Pro Cycling Team wearing this short in all kinds of
conditions because it also happens to fit extremely well and is
one of the most comfortable shorts they’ve ever worn.

LONG DISTANCE MADE EASY—OR EASIER

101

BLACK/WHITE

010

We’ve engineered everything in this short to make your
longest rides just a little bit more comfortable. Everything
Castelli does is geared toward speed, and we know that
means doing some long rides. We stay with the proven
comfort of our Progetto X2 Air seat pad, use new Endurance
Evolution fabric for muscle support, and give the short a
perfect eight-panel anatomic fit and our GIRO3 leg gripper.
Of particular note is the bib construction, which we’ve
engineered to accommodate those cyclists whose long rides
are primarily to burn calories.

110

BLACK/BLACK

BLACK

010

BLACK

ENDURANCE X2 SHORT 4514006
Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle support
and feels dryer in nearly all conditions
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for even greater comfort
GIRO3 leg grippers lie flat
Rear reflective tabs
Heat transfer logos
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 169g (Large)

010

BLACK
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ON THE PODIUM

VOLO BIBSHORT 4517008

Only one rider gets to cross the line first. In our race short lineup, of course, that’s the Free
Aero Race. But this Volo short was made to be a close runner-up. Volo, as in Italian for “I’m
flying,” is meant to be the workhorse of race shorts. It’s got outstanding fit, our excellent 200+
gram Affinity Lycra®, the updated KISS Air seat pad that’s the choice of a number of our pro
riders, and the exceptional GIRO Air leg gripper. For the race short podium, it’s a photo finish.

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Affinity Lycra® fabric on inside of leg for
outstanding stretch and rebound
Affinity BLC textured fabric on legs for better
aerodynamics
GIRO Air engineered mesh gripper
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
Mesh straps for comfort and breathability
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 165g (Large)

101

082

009

084

101

082

009

084

BLACK/WHITE

MIDNIGHT NAVY/SATURN BLUE

BLACK/ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO

BLACK/PRO GREEN

VOLO SHORT 4517009
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 141g (Large)

BLACK/WHITE
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MIDNIGHT NAVY/SATURN BLUE

BLACK/ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO

BLACK/PRO GREEN
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VELOCISSIMO BIBSHORT 4516003

VELOCISSIMO SANREMO SUIT 4516005

Anatomically constructed for exceptional fit and comfort in
Affinity 210g fabric
Doppio waistband for extra stretch around the stomach
area
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Sublimated GIRO3 leg band elastic grips leg without
binding
Mesh bib straps with sublimated graphic on back
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips for visibility

Sanremo Speedsuit construction focused on comfort
Velocity Dry fabric on the upper portion for excellent stretch, fit and
moisture management
Anatomically constructed Velocissimo short portion for proven comfort
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Sublimated GIRO3 leg band elastic grips leg without binding
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 197g (Large)

101

BLACK/WHITE/GRAY

591

BLACK/DRIVE BLUE/SURF BLUE

WEIGHT: 191g (Large)

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
When we developed the Sanremo Speedsuit, we did it with a singular focus on improving
aerodynamics for WorldTour-level pro racing. We achieved that goal, but in the process
we made one of the most comfortable pieces for cycling by eliminating the bib straps and
letting the jersey do the work of holding up the shorts. Now we’ve brought the Sanremo
technology into a mid-level product that maximizes comfort without worrying so much about
aerodynamics. The short portion is our top-selling Velocissimo short, with the upper portion
made for fit and comfort with our Velocity Dry fabric. This 100% polyester jersey fabric
provides excellent moisture management with soft stretch that makes this suit fit a wide
range of riders.

023

BLACK/RED

NEED FOR SPEED
We named this short with the Italian word
for fast, really fast: Velocissimo. Then we
gave it all the features that make it live
up to its name, with nine-panel anatomic
construction, sublimation GIRO3 leg grippers,
our exceptionally comfortable KISS Air seat
pad, and a new waistband construction
for extra comfort. This short is perennially
the best-selling short in our line because
it hits all the features you need, especially
the legendary Castelli fit and styling. How
do we make a short that’s this good at this
level? All our shorts go through the same
design, development and wear-test process,
so our testers are looking to come as close
as possible to our top-of-the-line short, even
for a short that’s not designed to race in the
pro peloton.

009

ANTHRACITE/BLACK

010

BLACK

810

GRAY/BLACK

032

010

BLACK/WHITE

080

LUNA GRAY/BLACK/RED

038

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

BLACK/ANTHRACITE/
SPRINT GREEN

VELOCISSIMO SHORT 4516004
SIZES: S-3XL
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WEIGHT: 181g (Large)

010

BLACK
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EVOLUZIONE 2 BIBSHORT 4517010

EVOLUZIONE 2 SHORT 4517011

New ProDry Soft 2-layer fabric provides exceptional moisture management
Anatomic shape with extra-stretch side panel
that extends to 360° leg band
Mesh bib straps
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Reflective tabs
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with
clean edge finish
SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 161g (Large)

EVOLUZIONE 2 BIB KNICKER 4517012
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 218g (Large)

EVOLUZIONE 2 KNICKER 4517013

WEIGHT: 177g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 189g (Large)
010

BLACK

010

BLACK

101

BLACK/WHITE

910

BLACK/ANTHRACITE

010

BLACK

010

BLACK

ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE
While this short sits at the entry level of Castelli’s shorts range, it’s
engineered with top-level performance. It starts with the ProDry Soft
two-layer fabric that knits a polyester inner layer with a nylon outer
layer for exceptional moisture management and durability. Then the
side panel and leg ending are extra stretchy for exceptional fit. The
KISS Air seat pad is the choice of some of our pro athletes and even
sees duty at the Tour de France. Consider this short not as an entrylevel short but as your entry to real comfort.

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO
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810

BLACK/LUNA GRAY

231

BLACK/RED
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JERSEYS
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AERO SPECIFICS

AERO RACE 5.1 JERSEY FZ 4517014
The most aero jersey we’ve ever made
Velocity dimpled fabric on front
3D mesh on back to prevent overheating
Mesh arm bands
Compression band around waist keeps 3 rear pockets in place
Silicone gripper elastic
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips
SIZES: S-3XL

WATT SAVING: 22
Compared to a standard jersey
at 40 km/h.

WEIGHT: 103g (Large)

THE FASTEST JERSEY
WE’VE EVER MADE
009

ANTHRACITE/BLACK/PALE BLUE

PRO TIP
PULL THE SLEEVES UP FROM
THE NECK AREA
André Cardoso - Cannondale Pro Cycling Team
This jersey is aero, but a lot of its aero advantage
comes from the snug fit. When you put it on, pull the
sleeves up from the neck area and the collar will fit
better.
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082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/BLACK/ORANGE

101

WHITE/BLACK/RED

After starting the aero jersey revolution in pro cycling, we’ve continued to perfect this piece. Version 5.1 builds
on the race-leading aerodynamics while making the jersey more comfortable and durable. Updated fabrics on
the front and back showed a 2-watt gain in the wind tunnel compared to the previous version. But it’s not just
aero; it’s also extremely light, coming in at just 103 g. That’s about 40 g lighter than a standard jersey and
almost as light as our Climber’s Jersey. Just like you, our pro riders are looking for comfort, and the lightweight
polyester fabrics in this jersey dry nearly instantly, making this the go-to choice even for cool- or wet- weather
racing, while the compression band around the pockets keeps them from moving or bouncing no matter how
you load them up. This model is also available in our Servizio Corse custom team program.
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AERO SPECIFICS

FREE AR 4.1 JERSEY FZ 4517015
Saves approximately 12 watts at 40 km/h compared to
a normal race-fit jersey
Velocity dimpled fabric on front and shoulders for
improved wicking and faster drying
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with neck protector
Nervato fabric at armholes for improved aerodynamics
Silicone gripper elastic at waist
Mesh raw-edge arm grippers
Zippered rear pocket
SIZES: S-3XL

Compared to a standard jersey
at 40 km/h.

WEIGHT: 123g (Large)

034

ORANGE
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WATT SAVING: 12

056

PALE BLUE

010

BLACK

ONE FOR ALL
This jersey is an evolution of our pro racing jersey from just
four years ago. It’s also our first aero race jersey that didn’t
get retired when the next generation of faster, more aero
jerseys came along. The Aero Race 4.0 Jersey was very
fast but also an amazing mix of classic good looks and a
stretchy fit that works on a lot of body types, not just the
skinny racer. For the 4.1 version we’ve taken it a different
direction, away from pro racing, by giving it the convenience
features that seamed superfluous when we designed the 4.0
to win the Giro d’Italia. This updated jersey gets a zippered
rear pocket, a flap behind the zipper to protect your neck,
updated Velocity dimpled fabric on the front and an angled
pocket for easier access. This makes it the one ideal jersey
for all your rides, whether you’re sprinting for the win or
trying to survive the Sunday group ride.

023
RED
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IT’S LIKE A CLIMBER WINNING THE GREEN JERSEY

CLIMBER'S 2.0 JERSEY FZ 4517016
The lightweight aero jersey...and the aero lightweight jersey
Strada Pro 3D fabric on back provides support to pockets and
UPF 16 protection
75 g/m2 Flusso 3D fabric on front and shoulders keeps the
jersey light and dry
Full-length lightweight front zipper
Mesh raw-edge arm grippers
3 rear pockets
Pattern from Aero Race 5.1 Jersey makes it aero
SIZES: S-3XL

When we created this jersey we primarily focused on making it light for the big alpine climbs as well as cool
for hot days. A real Tour de France jersey if there ever was one. But we didn’t want to completely ignore
aerodynamics, so we used patterning similar to our Aero Race 5.1 Jersey, which we knew was fast. The
resulting jersey is extremely cool and light and instantly became a favorite with our pro riders. The surprise
was when we put it in the wind tunnel. This lightweight jersey posted the same results as our Aero Race 5.0
Jersey, just 2 watts slower than our updated 2016 Aero Race 5.1 Jersey, the most aero jersey we’ve ever
tested. Next time they ask you if you want aero or light, just answer, “Yes, please.”

CASTELLI TIP
AERODYNAMIC AND
LIGHTWEIGHT

The Climber’s Jersey gives nearly the same drag
results as the Aero Race Jersey in the wind tunnel. So
choose between the Climber’s and Aero Race based
on the temperature and your preference.

WEIGHT: 83g (Large)

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/ORANGE

009

ANTHRACITE/RED

008

GRAY/BLACK

AERO SPECIFICS
WATT SAVING: 18
Compared to a standard jersey
at 40 km/h.
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RS SUPERLEGGERA JERSEY 4516010
Futura 50g main body fabric is lightweight with excellent
moisture management
Compression band in 90g stretch woven fabric keeps
pockets in place
Full-length front zipper with neck protection
3D mesh fabric insert in back to support pockets
3 open pockets plus zippered key pocket
Floating rear pocket design
No-sew trim at sleeves and waist
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 81g (Large)

017

RUBY RED

LIGHTER AND BETTER

The inspiration for this jersey came while riding Switzerland’s Flüela
Pass between Davos and the Engadin Valley. The air is thin as you
approach this 2383m pass, and I was pushing hard on a 230km
ride. I could hear the winding engine of the supercar coming up the
valley, and before it reached me I could actually feel the rumble as
it approached redline. That Lamborghini Superleggera was a roadgoing version of Formula One technology, and this jersey represents
the same the concept. Here we are using technologies and knowhow developed for the highest levels of pro racing, adapted into an
extremely lightweight and aero road-going jersey. We’ve used bits of
our 50g stretch woven fabric, our ultralight and ultra-wicking Futura
50g fabric on the front and sleeves, and a 3D mesh fabric liner on the
back to support the pockets, and added a handy zippered key pocket
for some creature comforts.
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PALE BLUE

083

SATURN BLUE

010

BLACK
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FORZA PRO JERSEY 4517017
Launch Prosecco fabric with mesh side panels
Relaxed fit for comfort on long training rides
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets with zippered 4th pocket
Silicone gripper elastic on rear
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 112g (Large)

JUST A LITTLE BIT EXTRA
When the first prototypes of the RS Superleggera Jersey
came out, we knew we had something special. But that
jersey’s fit is very much for the ProTour crowd, and sometimes
you just don’t want that race fit. So we made the Forza Pro
with our favorite features from the RS Superleggera but with
a cut that’s great for training or for the rider who needs a bit
more room in the jersey.

001

WHITE/RED

BUILT FOR
LONG RIDE
COMFORT
017

RUBY RED/RED
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083

SATURN BLUE/ORANGE

009

ANTHRACITE/RED
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IMPREVISTO NANO JERSEY 4516011

VOLATA 2 JERSEY FZ 4517018

Strada Nano fabric with nanotechnology water-repellent
treatment
YKK® Vislon® zipper with external flap
Box fit for timeless classic lines
3 external rear pockets with zippered key pocket
Reflective viz strips

Velocity dimpled main body fabric
Stretch mesh side and shoulder panels
Jacquard elastic waistband
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
Stretch mesh arm bands with raw-cut edge
3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 99g (Large)

WEIGHT: 142g (Large)

023

001

RED

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY

034

ORANGE

WHITE/ RED

084

009

PRO GREEN/BLACK

ANTHRACITE

JUST BECAUSE WE CAN

APPLIED SPEED

We made a water-repellent jersey. You probably didn’t know you needed it. It’s not windproof, it’s
not thermal and it doesn’t replace a jacket; it simply sheds most of the water should you get caught
in a summer rain shower. This is a step toward a future in which you’ll just assume all your cycling
gear is water repellent, just like you expect it to wick moisture away today. Castelli brought the
current generation of water-repellent fabrics to cycling, and most of the industry has jumped on the
bandwagon. Now we’re bringing it to your summer clothing. While perhaps not as necessary here
as in cool-weather clothing, our Nano treatment also means that the jersey absorbs less sweat and
stays more comfortable. This jersey is not just a fabric story: we gave it our renowned tailored fit,
design details like the zipper flap and a zippered key/money pocket, and a timeless design that makes
you look good no matter what conditions you wear it in.

Think of the Volata Jersey as the everyday aero jersey. We’ve taken the fabrics
from our fastest aero race jersey ever and used a cut that gives us most of the aero
benefits while not being extreme. The Velocity fabric provides excellent wicking,
while the little details like the mesh sleeve endings, the jacquard elastic in back,
and the fourth zippered pocket make this jersey a staff favorite for everyday riding.
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009

ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO

059

DRIVE BLUE/RED
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PROLOGO V JERSEY 4517019

PROLOGO V LONG SLEEVE FZ 4517020

Stratus+ 2-layer fabric actively moves moisture away from
your skin
Shadow chest logo for crisp, clean construction
Mesh side panels and shoulder for cooling and improved fit
Full-length YKK® zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective tape

Stratus+ 2-layer fabric actively moves moisture away from
your skin
Shadow chest logo for crisp, clean construction
Mesh side panels and shoulder for cooling and improved fit
Full-length YKK® zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective tape

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 172g (Large)

WEIGHT: 216g (Large)

059

DRIVE BLUE

001

023

WHITE

RED

001

WHITE

059

DRIVE BLUE

INSTANT CLASSIC
Now in its fifth generation, the Prologo
Jersey has never been more true to the
original concept behind it: designed to
be your favorite jersey. We’ve kept the
outstanding moisture management of the
Stratus+ two-layer fabric and the relaxed
Prologo fit, but we’ve updated the details,
from the collar construction that protects
your neck from the zipper to the embossed
chest with the Castelli shadow logo. The
design feels instantly classic, while the
performance is distinctly modern.
010
BLACK
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080

LUNA GRAY

010

BLACK

080

LUNA GRAY

009

ANTHRACITE

056

PALE BLUE
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ENTRATA 2 JERSEY FZ 4516013
Prosecco 3D fabric for excellent wicking
Sublimated stretch mesh with raw-cut edge at arm
openings
Mesh side panels and shoulder stretch zones for great fit
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective trim at hem for 180° visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

DON’T OVERENGINEER IT; JUST MAKE IT RIGHT
That was the goal of our product team in making our new Entrata Jersey.
Start with a great fabric, one that looks good and keeps you dry and
comfortable. Then use a lightweight and very stretchy mesh on the side
panels for extra give, and in the shoulders for great fit whether you’re
standing or in an aero tuck. Get all the details right, like the easy-sliding
YKK® Vislon® zipper and reflective trim at the hem for visibility. We kept
the colors clean to make this the jersey that will see a lot of use throughout
the season and for many years to come.

WEIGHT: 111g (Large)

023

057

RED

010

009

BLACK

084

ANTHRACITE

SURF BLUE

032

PRO GREEN

YELLOW FLUO

101

WHITE/BLACK

ENTRATA 2 SLEEVELESS FZ 4516014
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 89g (Large)

010

BLACK
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SPUNTO JERSEY FZ 4517021

THE QUEEN OF ALL GRANFONDOS

Graphic print on Castelli's Maratona Jersey model
Lightweight 3D mesh front
Micro Quadro 100% polyester back
Pocket support compression band at waist
YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 external rear pockets plus zippered security pocket
Gripper elastic at waist

The Spunto Jersey graphic has been built on a model we created for the Maratona dles Dolomites Enel, the
most remarkable granfondo in the world, naturally presented by Castelli. This race has you climbing over
legendary passes like Pordoi, Sella, Gardena, Giau and Falzarego and demands the maximum from your
equipment. We made it lightweight, quick drying and easy to open for ventilation and gave it a fit that works
for the wide variety of people you find at an event like the Maratona. That’s a big ask for a jersey. This model
is also available with your custom team graphic through Castelli’s Servizio Corse custom team wear program.

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 138g (Large)

084

PRO GREEN
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BLACK/WHITE
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SATURN BLUE/MIDNIGHT NAVY
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VELOCISSIMO JERSEY FZ 4517022

ATTACCO JERSEY FZ 4517023

Prosecco Strada fabric
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips

Prosecco Strada fabric
Mesh side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 158g (Large)

WEIGHT: 160g (Large)
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The Velocissimo Jersey graphic is built on our Team Jersey model.
We initially designed this model for our pro riders, as the ultimate
jersey for their seven-hour training rides. We focused on getting
everything right for when you need fit and comfort, moisture
management, and protection, while not having to worry about
aerodynamics. This makes it a favorite for everyday riding, or for
your seven-hour training rides.
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BASE LAYERS FOR EVERY FORECAST

BASE LAYERS
HOT

CORE MESH 3 SLEEVELESS

CORE MESH 3 SS

PRO MESH SLEEVELESS

WARM
PRO ISSUE SLEEVELESS

PRO ISSUE SS

PROSECCO SLEEVELESS

PROSECCO SS
COLD

PROSECCO LS
| 54 |
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CORE MESH 3 SS 4517027
PRO MESH SLEEVELESS 4517026

Magic Mesh 100% polyester wicking fabric
Minimalist lightweight construction
Reduced seams for maximum comfort

3D mesh fabric for excellent moisture management
Sublimated print graphic
Waist hem stays flat under shorts
SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 88g (LX)

WEIGHT: 50g (Large)

001

WHITE

CORE MESH 3 SLEEVELESS 4517028
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 71g (LX)

915

MULTICOLOR GRAY

930

MULTICOLOR FLUO

940

MULTICOLOR BLUE

001

WHITE
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PRO LEVEL BASE

SUMMER STARTS HERE

The pro cyclists we work with know the importance of the right base layer for the conditions. The Pro Mesh
is made for the widest range of conditions and is designed to keep you dry in cool to mild temperatures.
We’ll even put it under a Flanders Warm base layer in the coldest conditions. We’ve given it a graphic print
so you can show off that you have something special when you open your jersey zip.

Creating that perfect summer weight base layer is harder than it sounds. We have intentionally
kept this product as minimalist as possible to let the open mesh fabric pull the moisture off the
skin. The secret to this base layer comes in the fabric that is highly stretchy but without using
Lycra® that tends to hold in the moisture. You stay drier and cooler.
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PRO ISSUE SS 4515537
100% polyester 3D mesh fabric
Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort
Wider collar to fit under aero jerseys
Flat waist hem to lie flat in shorts
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 48g (Large)

PROSECCO LS 4516528
Excellent moisture management in medium weight for cool
conditions
Prosecco 1st Layer 100% polyester main body fabric
Prosecco Micro fabric where less warmth is needed
Anatomical cut
Flat stitching at hem

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

SIZES: XS-2XL

DRY IS GOOD
This is the piece our pros requested for those
inbetween conditions where the Flanders is too
warm and the Core Mesh is too cool, like Spain
in February or Belgium in April. You’re not looking
for warmth from your base layer, just something
to move the moisture away from your body and
help your race jersey perform. Our 3D mesh fabric
creates dead air space next to your skin, while the
polyester capillary action moves sweat away.

WEIGHT: 137g (Large)

2°-18°C / 35°-65°F

PROSECCO EXTRA DRY

001

WHITE

This midweight base layer is made for cool conditions
or even high-intensity cold-weather rides where wicking
moisture away from your skin is the first goal. The
hydrophilic Prosecco treatment spreads the moisture out
over a larger area for quicker evaporation. We use two
different weights of fabric, with the thinner layer used
where it will be covered by your shorts/tights or bib straps
so that you don’t have too much insulation where you
don’t need it.

001

WHITE

PRO ISSUE SLEEVELESS 4515538
100% polyester 3D mesh fabric
Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort
Wider collar to fit under aero jerseys
Flat waist hem to lie flat in shorts
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 44g (Large)

PROSECCO SS 4516529
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT:109g (Large)

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

001

001

WHITE

WHITE

PROSECCO SLEEVELESS 4516530
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 95g (Large) 14°-21°C / 57°-70°F

SEAMLESS BOXER 4512071
Seamless Meryl® microfiber fabric
Seamless nonallergenic seat pad
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 73g (Large)
010

BLACK
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ACCESSORIES
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AERO

AERO

COMFORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

AERO SPEED GLOVE 4514028

SECONDAPELLE RC GLOVE 4515024

ROSSO CORSA CLASSIC GLOVE 4513032

ROSSO CORSA PAVÉ GLOVE 4517029

ARENBERG GEL GLOVE 4515025

Covers fingers for aerodynamic advantage
Articulated palm design
Silicone grip on palm

Highly stretchy 4-way stretch fabric
AX Suede palm
Simple easy-on/off pull tab
No-sew construction on palm pads for comfort

Palm with gel padding / silicone print for grip
Easy pull-on design
Easy-off central pull tab
Microsuede wipe panel
Cool mesh back of hand with added reflective piping

Palm with gel padding and silicone print for grip
Synthetic palm is perforated for breathability
Easy pull-on design
Easy-off central pull tab
Cool mesh back of hand

AX Suede palm with gel padding
Micromesh back
Adjustable wrist closure

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 26g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 23g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 46g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 42g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 40g (Pair)
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OUT FRONT

SECOND SKIN

ALREADY A CLASSIC

Your hands are the first part of your body to slice through
the air, yet fingers are an aerodynamic disaster. They don’t
need to be if you wear the Aero Speed Glove.

With extra-lightweight fabrics and minimal
construction techniques, this glove will feel like a
second skin. Light padding and a simple easy-on/off
pull tab make this your most comfortable glove.

This glove has already become a classic, but we felt we
could make it just a little bit better. The features you love
are still there, like the reticulated gel padding, the great
fit, the mesh back and the great styling. We’ve updated
the palm with Clarino™ synthetic for an even better fit
and a smoother finish on your hand, and we’ve updated
the thumb wipe area with microsuede and removed the
embroidery. It’s destined to stay a classic and to become
your favorite glove.
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MAXIMUM PADDING, MAXIMUM
COMFORT
Our Rosso Corsa glove, with its excellent palm padding,
has become a favorite. The Rosso Corsa Pavé glove
combines the same padding with a perforated synthetic
leather palm, and we’ve made the back of the hand
very clean to give it a refined technical look. This glove
is perfect for anyone who appreciates an extra-padded
palm, or for your next adventure on the pavé.

SOFTEN YOUR RIDE
Made for the rigors of the Arenberg Forest,
the toughest stretch of cobbles at ParisRoubaix. This glove features maximum gel
padding to protect your hands. The mesh
back keeps it cool and comfortable.
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GRIP

COMFORT

COMFORT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

CIRCUITO GLOVE 4517030

ADESIVO GLOVE 4517031

TEMPO GLOVE 4517032

S.UNO GLOVE 4511046

Extra-thick foam padding for maximum cushioning
Perforated synthetic suede palm with extra grip
Microsuede sweat wipe on thumb
Mesh back of hand

Maximum grip thanks to sticky silicone on palm
Perforated synthetic suede palm
Microsuede nose wipe on thumb
Mesh back of hand
Velcro closure

Printed mesh back of hand
Lightly padded synthetic palm
Easy-off pull tab
Microsuede nose wipe on thumb

Ultrasuede® palm with foam insert padding
Reflective Castelli logo
Micromesh fabric on back of hand
Easy-off pull tab
Closure at wrist with Magic Velcro
Debossed microsuede sweat wipe

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 30g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 29g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 32g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 31g (Pair)
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LUNA GRAY/ANTHRACITE

MINIMALIST COMFORT
This glove is made to protect your hand
on the bars with some light padding, and
the synthetic palm will help in case of a
fall. Otherwise, this glove just disappears,
thanks to the excessively soft and stretchy
back of hand.

057

SURF BLUE/RED

231

RED/BLACK

GRIP AND PADDING
The Circuito glove features our thicker foam palm
padding in all the contact areas combined with a
grip material to guarantee complete control. The
back of the hand is mesh to keep your hand cool.
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NEVER LOSE YOUR GRIP
Some of our pro riders are always asking for maximum grip on
the bars — important when you’re setting up for a sprint at 70
km/h. Adesivo means “adhesive” in Italian, and that’s exactly
what this glove feels like. The allover silicone print on the palm
is extra sticky, and with the Velcro closure and limited-stretch
fabrics, we’ve built the rest of the glove to lock into place. We
use medium padding so that the palm doesn’t move around.
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LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHT INSULATION

LIGHT INSULATION

RAIN

WINDPROOF

RAIN

PACKABLE

INSULATION

LIGHTNESS GLOVE 4510529

CORRIDORE GLOVE 4516537

DILUVIO LIGHT GLOVE 4517033

DILUVIO GLOVE 4514536

Back in Thermoflex for stretchy warmth
Palm in ClarinoTM for great touch and durability

100% polyester for excellent fit and wicking
Soft knit that is warm and breathable
Silicone printed palm for extra grip
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips

The thinnest neoprene glove available for cool conditions
Windproof and extremely stretchy
Packs small to go in your pocket when not needed
Silicone dot pattern on palm for extra grip

Neoprene insulation to keep your hands nice and warm
No-slip gripper on palm
Extended neoprene cuff to keep the wind and rain out

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 65g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 68g (Pair)

12°-18°C / 54°-65°F
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SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WEIGHT: 97g (Pair)
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EVOLUTION OF A SPECIES

PRO FAVORITE

You know that Roubaix glove you’ve seen from the other
guys? We’ve improved it by adding a ClarinoTM palm that
doesn’t get caught on the brake lever. We kept that soft
warmth that made you want the glove in the first place.

Our pro riders love the woven gloves because they provide enough warmth but are extremely
comfortable so you don’t even notice them. We’ve added silicone grip on the palm and
touchscreen fingertips.

PACKABLE PROTECTION

DIVING EQUIPMENT FOR WET-WEATHER RIDING

This all-new glove offers windproof neoprene warmth in
the smallest package ever. We made this glove so that you
can throw it in your pocket when rain or cold is a possibility
but you don’t want to have to wear the gloves all day.
Remarkable warmth in minimal space.

We developed this glove based on traditional gloves used for scuba diving in cold water. Just
like with a wet suit, your body heats up the bit of moisture inside the glove and you stay warm.
We gave some extra grip to the palm, adjusted the fit, and chose an extremely high-quality
neoprene that’s incredibly stretchy. It’s not enough for super-cold rain days, but for moderate
and rainy conditions it’s ideal.

WINDPROOF AND EXTREMELY STRETCHY
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SILICONE DOT PATTERN PALM FOR EXTRA GRIP

PACKS SMALL TO GO IN POCKET
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RAIN

INSULATION

DILUVIO SHOECOVER 16 4514538
Allover waterproof high-stretch neoprene
Waterproof seam sealing
Reflective detailing on back
16cm cuff with YKK® zipper
Reflective detailing on back
Extra protection - so cozy you’ll almost hope for rain
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 146g (Pair)
0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

RAIN

INSULATION

DILUVIO 2 ALL-ROAD
SHOECOVER 4516538
3mm-thick neoprene
Waterproof sealed seams
Reflective heel panel
High-durability panel under foot
Adjustable Velcro closure under foot adapts to
wide range of footwear
Heavy-duty rear zipper

INSULATION

AERO

AERO

LIGHT RAIN

TOE THINGY 4512544

AERO RACE SHOECOVER MR 4516031

AERO NANO SHOECOVER 4516032

BELGIAN BOOTIE 4 4514544

WInd- and waterproof neoprene protection for your toes
Rugged, rubberized sole with openings for cleats
Eye-catching scorpion logo and Castelli lettering on top
Can be worn on its own or as a layer between your shoe
and shoecover

Created using CFD computer modeling
Smooth front
Textured aero mesh aids smooth air separation
Silicone leg gripper
Camlock zipper

100% polypropylene construction for increased
durability and easy cleaning
Reflective threads on cuff and toe
Cleat and heal cutout
Cut high to cover top of socks

SIZES: UNI WEIGHT: 58g (Pair)
0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

SIZES: S-2XL

Aero fit with silicone-coated wind- and waterproof stretch
fabric
Sealed seams make the bootie totally waterproof
Silicone gripper at cuff
Waterproof rear zipper
Reflective panel and stripes at back
Durable bottom

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: S-2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL WEIGHT: 170g (Pair)
3°-15°C / 38°-59°F
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BLACK/RED SCORPION

ADDED FLEXIBILITY
Thanks to the open construction under the foot, this
bootie can be used with road or MTB shoes so you
can cover all your cold-weather rides. The seams are
sealed like on a wetsuit, and we even finished the
top edge to help prevent water from coming into the
bootie. Reflective details on the back help make this
the do-it-all bootie.

DESIGNED FOR THOSE
SLIGHTLY COOLER DAYS
Keep your feet warm without the hassle of
a full shoecover. These toecovers slip easily
over the front of your shoes and are held in
place by the cleats. The rugged underside of
the toe will add grip and resist rips or tears
thanks to a silicone print. The toecover can
be worn on its own or as a layer between
your shoe and shoecover.
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003
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WHITE/RED

110

BLACK/CASTELLI TEXT

FIRST CHOICE FOR WARM FEET
This bootie does it all: wind, water and cold protection,
thanks to the seam-sealed three-layer neoprene
construction, reflective bits for visibility and a durable
zipper for easy on-off.
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FINISHING DETAILS

AN ICONIC CLASSIC

You see this on our pro riders when they want to go
fast. The pattern is the result of CFD modeling and wind
tunnel testing to minimize drag in this turbulent area
of the body.

We’ve improved the Belgian Bootie. It used to be
that the Belgians would cut a hole in an old sock
and turn it into a shoecover. Now our new Belgian
Bootie features a double-layer knit on the foot part
to protect even better. It’s cut high enough to cover a
9cm sock, and the silver bands around the ankle are
made with reflective thread for safety.

023
RED
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ROSSO CORSA 13 SOCK 4517034

FREE 9 SOCK 4513040

Meryl Skinlife® yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Mesh construction keeps foot cool
Compression cuff

Perfect for hot conditions
Meryl Skinlife® antibacterial yarns
Diaphanous mesh on foot and ankle
Reinforced cuff keeps sock in place

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

COMPRESSIONE 13 SOCK 4516023

FAUSTO SOCK 4517037

FREE KIT 13 SOCK 4517039

Light compression sock for on-bike or recovery use
13cm length reaches to just below the calf muscle
85% nylon / 15% Lycra® for long-lasting
compression pressure

Meryl Skinlife base yarn
Pro height with lined cuff

Meryl® Skinlife bacteriostatic yarns
Medium-compression construction gives secure feeling
Arch support band

®

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

ROSSO CORSA 9 SOCK 4517035

FREE 6 SOCK 4514033

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

ROSSO CORSA 6 SOCK 4517036
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
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JUST FEELS RIGHT

JUST IN TIME FOR SUMMER

It’s amazing how the right sock can improve your ride. Our Rosso Corsa
sock uses a diaphanous mesh around the foot and a midfoot support
strap. The cuff offers just the right amount of compression to make it
feel right.

Our Rosso Corsa sock was the basis for the Free 9 Sock, but we’ve added a new
mesh construction to the cuff to make it a bit cooler for summer. The graphics
look great with any Castelli product, but they were specifically designed to match
the new Free Jersey and Free Bibshort.
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A great sock is a surprisingly vital bit of riding
kit. We’ve played around with compression
for years but have avoided bringing anything
to market because we haven’t found anything
that could back up the claims of enhancing
performance. In our testing, one product stood
out for excellent on-bike comfort, so we’ve put
it in the collection. It’s more compressive than
our other socks but we’re still wary of dubious
and unsupported claims that compression can
enhance performance. So we’re not going to
promise that it will make you faster, better
looking, richer or happier. Well, maybe it’ll make
you happier because it really is a comfortable
sock and somehow makes your feet feel fresher
on those long rides.
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VOLO 9 SOCK 4517040

VELOCISSIMO 6 SOCK 4517041

QUATTRO 9 SOCK 4516028

LOWBOY SOCK 4507069

LINEA SOCK 4517087

CoolMax yarns
Medium-compression construction
gives secure feeling
Arch support band

Meryl Skinlife bacteriostatic yarns
Medium-compression construction gives
secure feeling
Arch support band

Polypropylene yarns for moisture management
Mesh construction on bottom of foot
Midfoot support band
Reinforced cuff for excellent ankle fit

Meryl Skinlife antibacterial fibers
Midfoot support band
Silver ankle cuff

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

Soft and sophisticated, slip your toes into these
silk smooth and soft pair of socks
Anatomical arch support for a performance fit
Two independent layers that are stitched
together at the toe and collar

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

®

®

®

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

QUATTRO 6 SOCK 4516029
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

QUATTRO 3 SOCK 4516030
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
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INSULATION

WARMERS

THERMOFLEX ARMWARMER 4517042
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 67g (Pair)

THERMOFLEX LEGWARMER 4517043
SIZES: S-XL

GETTING IT RIGHT
The Thermoflex warmers concentrate on getting everything just right. The
fabric is extra warm and stretchy, the fit eliminates any extra fabric, the
silicone gripper at the top prevents the warmers from falling down, and
the cross-wrap cuff at the bottom gives a touch of extra comfort.

WEIGHT: 121g (Pair)

THERMOFLEX KNEEWARMER 4517044
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 94g (Pair)

Themoflex soft fleece fabric
Cross-wrap cuff at bottom
Leg warmer can be put on and taken off over shoes
Gripper elastic at top
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RAIN

INSULATION

NANO FLEX+ WARMERS
Water-resistant thermal and breathable
Nano Flex fabric
Nano Light insert on back for extra
stretch, bringing better fit and comfort
Double-sided silicone grippers to keep the
warmers in place
Ankle zips (leg warmers)

MORE FLEX, MORE NANO
Our Nano Flex warmers have been in our collection for seven years, and we’ve finally found a way to improve them.
We’ve added an insert on the back in Nano Light fabric to help them bend around your elbow or knee better while
keeping all the water protection. More comfort due to more flexibility, and in a slightly more compact package.

010
010

NANO FLEX+ ARMWARMER 4516577

NANO FLEX+ KNEEWARMER 4516579

NANO FLEX+ LEGWARMER 4516578

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 69g (Pair)

8°-22°C / 45°-70°F

WEIGHT: 102g (Pair)

0°-22°C / 45°-70°F

BLACK

BLACK

WEIGHT: 136g (Paio)

8°-22°C / 45°-70°F
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SUN PROTECTION

UPF 50+ LIGHT ARM SKINS 4516036
Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating
UPF 50+ protection
Polyester based for excellent moisture management
Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 97g (Pair)
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UPF 50+ LIGHT KNEE SKINS 4516038
Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating
UPF 50+ protection
Polyester based for excellent moisture management
Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Pair)
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SURPRISINGLY USEFUL
We can officially only rate these warmers at UPF 50+, but
in our laboratory tests they actually blocked 99.8 percent
of damaging UV rays. We used a polyester base that is not
only more effective than nylon at blocking UV rays but is also
much better at keeping you dry, which means these skins are
better in both cooler and warmer conditions. We’ve kept the
construction very clean to eliminate seams that can rub, and
we used our double-sided silicone elastic to make sure they
stay in place. They fold up extremely small, so they’re great
to stick in your pockets for your next big mountain day.

UPF 50+ LIGHT LEG SKINS 4516037
Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating
UPF 50+ protection
Polyester based for excellent moisture management
Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip
Ankle zip for easy on/off
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 219g (Pair)
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INFERNO CYCLING CAP 4516042

The ultimate cap for the hottest racing
and riding conditions. The cap is made
from an ultra lightweight polyester
mesh that is quick drying and offers
exceptional air flow. This cap will
quickly become your favorite when the
hot weather hits.

Ultralighweight, moisture wicking mesh
Quick drying
Classic 4-panel construction
SIZES: UNI
231

FAUSTO CAP 4517047
Cotton twill
Classic 4-panel construction
SIZES: UNI
915
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PERFORMANCE CYCLING CAP 4514047

RETRO 3 CAP 4517048

Performance microfiber polyester front panel helps wick
moisture
Poly mesh back allows maximum airflow
Classic cycling cap fit

Fine-gauge cotton twill fabric
Fully lined elastic
Screen printed logos
SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI
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FREE CYCLING CAP 4517045
Cotton twill
Classic 4-panel construction
SIZES: UNI
017
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009

MIDNIGHT NAVY/ORANGE

SUMMER SKULLCAP 4516043

Cotton twill
Classic 4-panel construction

Wicking layer to keep sweat out of your eyes
Mesh top panel for ventilation
Fits under helmet

SIZES: UNI
ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO
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SUMMER HEADBAND 4516044

Cotton twill
Classic 4-panel construction

Polyester stretch fabric on front for great wicking
Stretch mesh back

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI
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CASTELLI HEADBAND 4513047
ProSecco Strada fabric for excellent wicking
Polypropylene liner at front to help move moisture
off your skin
Sublimation printing for long-lasting, vibrant colors
SIZES: UNI
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WEIGHT: 30g
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CASTELLI BANDANA 4513048
ProSecco Strada fabric for excellent wicking
Sublimation printing for long-lasting, vibrant colors
SIZES: UNI

WEIGHT: 29g
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RED

HEAD THINGY 4517051
Tubular polyester knit construction
All-over print
Light weight for spring/summer wear
SIZES: UNI

UNLIMITED USE
Neck warmer, headband, face mask, sun
shield, head bandana, helmet liner—you
decide. It’s just the right weight for spring and
summer use.
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1981 HEADBAND 4517052
Printed terry elastic
SIZES: UNI
001
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CASTELLI WATER BOTTLE 4511564
Made by Elite®
Triple-function cap with soft rubber push-pull nozzle
is easy on the mouth and delivers fluid fast
Breakaway cap will pop off if ridden over in peloton
Wide-mouth opening for easy filling and cleaning
550ML liquid capacity
CAPACITY: 550ml
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PROTECTION
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PERFETTO LIGHT 2 4517085
Gore Windstopper® 150 fabric on front, sleeves and yoke for
lightweight wind protection
Nano Light fabric on the back sheds water but allows significant
breathability
3 external rear pockets
Extended tail with reflective Castelli wordmark
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy opening and closing
SIZES: S-3XL

YOU'LL USE IT MORE THAN
YOU CAN IMAGINE

WEIGHT: 243g (Large)
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It was the pros who first asked for something that’s not as hot as the Gabba but warmer than a Perfetto Vest. So we started
from the Gabba and made the back in Nano Light fabric — the same fabric as our Nano Flex tights but without the brushed
fleece inside. This gives the jacket a lot of breathability and keeps you from overheating inside. We further lightened it up
by using a lighter weight of Windstopper® (a full 25% lighter than the one used on the Gabba) on the front.
You might think that this is filling a very small niche. But just try it. It can cover most of the conditions of the Gabba (except
wet racing and very cold), yet it handles warmer temperatures better. And the fit is exceptional, which is one more reason
you’ll keep reaching for it. The consensus of our Castelli test crew is that this piece doesn’t fully replace the Gabba or
Perfetto Vest, but it’s another arrow in your quiver that is ideally suited to cool temperatures, especially when it’s dry or
there’s a risk of light rain.
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GABBA 3 4517084

OFTEN IMITATED,
NEVER BETTERED

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight
total wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back
protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 291g (Large)
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YES, IT’S THE REAL GABBA
With all the Gabba copies out there, it’s amazing
how many pros still buy the real Gabba. This is the
third generation of the garment that launched an
entirely new category, what some magazines are
trying to call the “rain jersey” but the pros just
call the Gabba. We’ve slightly tweaked the fit and
improved the drop tail and pockets, but otherwise
we’ve kept with the winning formula of warmth,
breathability and water repellency. The Gabba
is the centerpiece of the Perfetto family of foulweather race equipment products.
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PERFETTO LONG SLEEVE 4516507
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 386g (Large)

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F
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IT’S HARD IMPROVING
ON PERFECTION
Last year’s version of this jacket was called the
Gabba Long Sleeve Jacket, but we’re going back to
reserving the Gabba name for the original Gabba
short-sleeve jersey/jacket. We kept hearing so
many people refer to the long-sleeve version
of the Gabba as “perfect,” so we’ve renamed it
the Perfetto Jacket and set about improving on
perfection. We’ve improved the water-repellent
finish so it will keep you drier without affecting
breathability. We’ve refined the fit. We’ve laser
cut the drain holes in the pockets. And we’ve
totally redone the splash flap on the back to make
it lie flatter and fit better. The reflective logo back
there keeps you visible.
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PERFECT FOR COLD
AND HUMID DAYS
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PERFETTO CONVERTIBLE JACKET 4516506

PERFETTO VEST 4516508

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total wind
protection with water-repellent finish
Remove the sleeves for a short-sleeved Perfetto Jersey
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects from
wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 457g (Large)

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus on front and shoulders provides
lightweight wind protection
Nano Flex Light fabric on back protects from wheel spray
Packable construction
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
2 rear pockets
Reflective trim on back for visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 192g (Large)

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F
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PERFECTLY VERSATILE
The convertible Perfetto is the jacket that can do it all. With the
sleeves attached it provides full protection in cold conditions,
but it turns into a Gabba-style short-sleeved jersey/jacket in
mild conditions when you pull off the sleeves. It’s perfect as a
travel piece because you can ride in nearly all conditions with
this jacket. If you’re just starting to explore the Perfetto family
of products, this is your all-conditions jacket.
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IDRO JACKET 4516600
World’s lightest Gore-Tex® jacket
2-layer active shell fabric with permanent beading surface
Most breathable and waterproof Gore-Tex® fabric
Folds into just half a pocket
YKK® waterproof Vislon® zipper
Zipped opening for access to pockets
Anatomic wrist closure
Reflective seam taping
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 123g (Large)

ZIPPED OPENING FOR ACCESS TO POCKETS

MINIMALIST CONSTRUCTION FOR MAXIMUM PACKABILITY AND AERO FIT

FOLDS INTO ONLY HALF OF A POCKET

WATERPROOF AND MOST BREATHABLE GORE-TEX® FABRIC

010
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READY FOR ANYTHING
Finally, the miracle jacket is here. At only 123 grams it offers full Gore-Tex® waterproof
protection, the most breathable Gore-Tex® ever made and permanent water repellency — and
it all folds down to fill just half a pocket. Now you don’t have to choose between a small jacket
or a protective one to carry with you. We gave it a close-to-body race fit and functional details
like the YKK® waterproof Vislon® zipper and a zipped opening to access your jersey pockets.
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TEMPESTA 3/4 PANT 4515513
Exclusive eVent® ultralight microfiber main fabric for maximum
breathability
Stretch inserts in Torrent 3-layer fabric that provides extra durabiility in
the seat contact area
Internal elastic waist with adjustable draw cord
Internal seam taping for total waterproofness
Preshaped knee that provides ventilation while keeping rain out
Reflective Castelli wordmark
Folds up small to fit in half a pocket

TEMPESTA RACE JACKET 4515510
Exclusive ultralightweight 70 g eVent® fabric
Stretch water- and windproof inserts at elbow, shoulder,
side panel and spray flap
YKK® waterproof Vislon zipper
2 external rear pockets
Quick-lock drawstring wrist closure with magnetic string keeper
Silicone elastic waistband
Reflective trim for 360° visibility
Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction
Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 194g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 156g (Large)

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

UNCONVENTIONAL RAIN PROTECTION
Maybe you’re training for your own Tour de France, or you’re riding through the Alps
on the trip of a lifetime, and you catch infernal weather conditions. You could bag
it, or you could just pull on the Tempesta Pant over your shorts. With our exclusive
eVent® and Torrent fabrics, you’ve got a fully seam-sealed lightweight pant that’s
going to keep the water at bay. We made it a 3/4 cut so you’ll get airflow coming in
from just below the knee to prevent overheating.
The Torrent 3-layer stretch fabric is used where you need extra give in the fabric to
move with you. You’ll want to pull this pant off when it stops raining, so we made
it extremely compact so you can stash it in a pocket.
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#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/151306833
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TIME TO RETHINK RAIN JACKETS
Cycling rain jackets have until recently really been repurposed
mountaineering jackets: bulky construction, mountaineering
fabrics, insufficient breathability, terrifying aerodynamics.
The new jacket had to be lighter, more compact to fit in a pocket,
and more aero than ever before. So we also developed an
extreme stretch version of the fabric to use on the shoulders,
elbows and side panels. The resulting jacket fits close to the
body and has minimal volume, yet without being too tight and
binding when in the tuck position.
We thought through all the details. Like easy opening and closing
cuffs. Like the fact that you don’t want to pull up the jacket to
access your jersey pockets when it’s raining.
Like making the zipper easy to open and close even though it’s
completely waterproof.
There’s so much innovation in this jacket that we think we’ve just
invented another category changer.
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TEMPESTA FM RACE PANT 4516505

TEMPESTA LEG WARMER 4515514

This is a pro-requested version of the Tempesta 3/4 Pant
Full Monty tear-away construction so it can be taken off while on
the bike without unclipping your feet
Press clips at waist prevent unwanted opening of snaps
Exclusive eVent® ultralight microfiber main fabric for maximum
breathability
Stretch inserts in Torrent 3-layer fabric that provides extra durability in the seat contact area
Taped seams for waterproofness
Elastic waist with adjustable draw cord
Preshaped knee provides ventilation while keeping rain out
Reflective Castelli wordmark
Folds up small to fit in half a pocket

Made to wear with the Tempesta 3/4 pant
Can be used as a normal leg warmer for extra water
protection and visibility
Waterproof Reflex lower leg provides water protection and visibility
Nano Flex upper portion for water repellency should spray come up
under the Tempesta pant
GIRO3 leg gripper
Ankle zipper positioned at outside of ankle to prevent water entering

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 204g (Large)

SIZES: S-XL

WHEEL SPRAY NO PROBLEM

0°-9°C / 32°-48°F

FULL MONTY RACE PANT
The pros are almost guaranteed to have a few races each season in the rain with
temperatures down near freezing. Most pros just try to survive those days. But we
made this pant so you can thrive on days like that. When you wear it together with the
Tempesta Jacket, you keep your entire core warm and dry down to your knees. There
is a minimal aero trade-off, so we made the pant so it can be taken off in less than 10
seconds while on the bike.

CAN BE TAKEN OFF WHILE ON THE BIKE
It only takes 10 seconds for a pro to take off the race pant on the bike.
We recommend you to stop, get off the bike, take them off, and stuff 'em in your center jersey pocket.

WEIGHT: 122g (Pair)
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If you’re riding without fenders you know that the lower legs get wheel spray from
both front and back and are one of the hardest spots to keep dry. So we made the
lower part of this leg warmer with waterproof reflective fabric so that the spray
will just run off. You wear this warmer with your favorite shorts, underneath the
Tempesta 3/4 pant, and OVER your waterproof booties. You get ventilation under
the pant, and because the warmer is placed over the bootie, the rain just runs right
off. The large reflective area on your moving legs is highly visible for extra safety,
and in our testing this piece has become a favorite for night rides.

TEMPESTA GLOVE 4515516
4-way stretch water-resistant Nylon 66/Elastane 95/5% DWR
Absolutely waterproof OutDry® technologymembrane
Dry Zone lining manages moisture with 1-way moisture
movement
Neoprene cuff for easy on/off and secure fit
Microsuede thumb panel
Reflective detailing
SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Large) 5°-11°C / 41°-52°F
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SLEET READY
This glove was made for conditions like we’ve seen
at Sanremo the past two years: mixed rain and
snow, and riders with numb hands. We’ve used
OutDry® technology to create a totally waterproof
barrier but without the water absorbtion of the
older glove-liner construction. The membrane
is vacuum bonded directly to the outer fabric to
create a wind- and waterproof barrier. We’ve lined
it with Dry Zone to move moisture away from your
hand.
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TEMPESTA SHOECOVER 4515515
4-way stretch water-repellent nylon outer shell
Absolutely waterproof OutDry® technology membrane
Ultralight waterproof zipper
Neoprene cuff for easy on/off and secure fit around the ankle
Open bottom to work with all types of cleats
Reflective print at the back and center front
Cordura® sole
SIZES: S-2XL

KEEP EVERYTHING OUT
Introducing the first bootie to feature OutDry®
technology. We’ve vacuum bonded a seamless
membrane to the outer shell to make sure nothing
can come in. We’ve built in a neoprene cuff to seal
around your ankle and added a waterproof zipper.
Use this with our Tempesta Leg Warmer for the
best possible solution to keep your feet dry.

WEIGHT: 168g (Large)

010

BLACK/REFELCTIVE SILVER
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SERIOUS SHELTER

RIPARO RAIN JACKET 4516050

This is your jacket if you're looking for total water proof protection in a small package, ready to sacrifice a bit of breathability
to get a workhorse jacket for commuting or training in the rain. This isn't the cost-is-no-object jacket of our pro race pieces
but comes near to them in packability and matches the waterproofing. The 2.5 layer fabric features a durable woven outer
shell with a water proof polyurethane membrane rated at 10,000 MVTR. It packs to a small size that easily sits in a jersey
pocket, ready to give you full water proof shelter if the weather should turn. We've given it a high neck, a long tail, and a
stuff pocket for when you need to carry it.

2.5 Layer Torrent IV fabric with polyurethane membrane
Waterproof zipper
Fully seam sealed and water proof
Packs up small
Stuff pocket
Reflective detailing
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 110g (Large)

059

DRIVE BLUE

032

YELLOW FLUO
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010

BLACK
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TECHNOLOGY FROM ANOTHER
TOUGH SPORT

VELA VEST 4517053

The incredible light weight and compactibility of the
Vela Vest comes from leading sailmaking fabric from
America’s Cup racing. This wind- and waterproof
fabric uses Dyneema® yarns for near-bulletproof
strength. You’ve seen Dyneema® as the white core
yarns in rock-climbing ropes, and it’s also used in
bulletproof vests. This fabric comes straight from
sailing, where ultralight weight and extreme tensile
strength come together in a sport where cost doesn’t
matter. Only winning matters. We finish off the vest
with water-repellent DWR-coated 50-gram stretch
woven inserts for breathability. You get front wind
protection and significant water protection in a piece
that folds down to almost nothing when you stash it
in your pocket.

Dyneema® sailcloth front is windproof and waterproof
DWR-finished stretch woven inserts for water-repellent breathability
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy opening and closing
Folds away to almost nothing when not needed
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 65g (Large)

ULTRA LIGHT
BREATHABLE
WATER REPELLENT
STRETCH WOVEN

WIND PROOF
WATER PROOF
ULTRA LIGHT
INDESTRUCTIBLE

REFLECTIVE TRIM FOR VISIBILITY

ULTRA LIGHT, WINDPROOF,
WATERPROOF AND INDESTRUCTIBLE
004

LIGHT GRAY
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WATER PROOF STRETCH BACK PANEL

CROSS-WRAP CUFF AT BOTTOM OF SLEEVE

SUPERLEGGERA JACKET 4517054
Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability
to keep you dry
Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 91g (Large)

057

SURF BLUE

ULTRA-LITE, BREATHABLE, PACKABLE,
WIND AND WATER RESISTANT

ANTHRACITE

001

WHITE

010

BLACK

SUPERLEGGERA VEST 4517055
Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability
to keep you dry
Mesh breathable panels on sides
Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 77g (Large)

009

ANTHRACITE

YKK® VISLON® ZIP

009

010

BLACK

057

SURF BLUE

001

WHITE

WIND AND WATER RESISTANT

REFLECTIVE DETAILS FOR 360° VISIBILITY
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SQUADRA LONG JACKET 4510504
Minimalist shell jacket for that long Dolomite descent or
unexpected rain shower
Coated 100% polyester fabric is windproof and moderately
water resistant
Rear vent opening
SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Large) 10°-16°C / 57°-71°F

010

032

BLACK

YELLOW FLUO

001

WHITE

SQUADRA LONG VEST 4517056
Minimalist vest for descents or extra coverage
Coated ripstop windproof fabric
Mesh back panel
SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 66g (Large)

READY FOR THE UNEXPECTED?
A lightweight packable shell, ideal for stuffing in your pocket in case of
rain on those showery days. The Squadra Long jacket will keep the worst
of the rain and wind off when needed, while still being small enough to
pack into your back pocket or saddle bag. An essential item for every ride.
010

BLACK
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WHITE

032

YELLOW FLUO
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THERMAL INSULATION
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PRO INNOVATION
We first saw this back in 2009 when our Cervélo
TestTeam rider Jeremy Hunt rode the Omloop Het
Nieuwsblad in knee warmers that he had cut to
knee length. It took six years for it to catch on, but
we saw half a dozen or so riders starting the 2015
Omloop with that same look. So we engineered
a fabric that lets us leave a soft raw edge at the
back of the knee that won’t cut into you, and we
started riding prototypes. Once again the guys
who do this for a living have come up with a
new way to dress. It’s significantly warmer than
a thermal short but doesn’t feel overdressed like
a knicker.

OMLOOP THERMAL BIBSHORT 4516520
Thermal short cut just to the knee
Thermoflex fabric for exceptional warmth, stretch and breathability
Raw-cut edge at anatomically shaped knee
Progetto X2 Air seat pad for long-distance comfort
Mesh bib straps so that you can regulate insulation with your base layers, not the bib
Reflective viz strips for visibility
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 214g (Large)

12°-18°C / 55°-65°F

At the Belgian classics we've seen the pros
cutting off their knee warmers to have a thermal
layer just to the knee. So we made up some shorts
to ride in and quickly realized that the pros are
onto something. It feels significantly warmer than
a thermal short but without the restriction of 3/4
knickers. We developed a soft raw-cut edge so it's
not going to cut into the back of your knee. Plus it
looks very pro. Long socks required.

#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/151306828

231

BLACK/RED REFLEX
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321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO REFLEX
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NANO LIGHT PRO BIBSHORT 4516046
Nano Light Pro fabric for cool and wet conditions
Minimal seaming to minimize water entering
Mesh bib straps
Reflective screen-print logos
Flat leg grippers
KISS Air seat pad
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 197g (Large)

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

010

BLACK

COOL AND/OR WET SPRING DAYS
We made this short for spring conditions, when your riding goes from long winter
rides in tights to higher intensity, and you’re riding no matter the weather. This short
is made with our Nano Light Pro fabric, an unbrushed version of our Nano Flex fabric.
This fabric has a tighter weave so it keeps out more water, and the 270 g weight makes
this good for cool weather as well as providing great muscle support. We’ve minimized
the seams to help keep the water out and provided reflective logos for extra visibility.
The KISS Air pad is comfortable for your longest rides, and you won't even notice the
low-profile gripper that keeps the leg in place.
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NANO FLEX PRO BIBTIGHT 4515533

NANO FLEX 2 BIBTIGHT 4515534

Extra rain protection for long rides in the worst conditions
Nano Flex base fabric with Nano Flex Light overlays on thighs,
knees and rear
Reduced seam construction
Waterproof reflective band on inner leg protects against wheel spray
Progetto X2 Air seat pad

Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch with
water resistance
Minimal seams for maximum water resistance
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Mesh bib straps for breathability
Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs
GIRO3 ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover
YKK® ankle Camlock zippers with reflective tape for high visibility

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 323g (Large)

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 251g (Large)

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

NANO FLEX 2 BIBKNICKER 4515535
TRAIN THROUGH ANYTHING

SIZES: S-3XL

We initially developed our Nano Flex tights to help you get through the
occasional rainy day of training. But you asked for more, so here it is: the
extreme-duty Nano Flex bibtight. By putting an extra layer over the thighs,
knees and bum we're able to significantly increase the rain protection
while also blocking a bit more wind. We've made the lower inner leg
completely waterproof, since this was usually the first area to soak
through with our Nano Flex tights. And because these tights are going to
see heavier use, we've also upgraded the seat pad to the Progetto X2 Air,
so you're ready for long rides with a high probability of rain.

WEIGHT: 215g (Large)

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

NANO FLEX 2 BIBSHORT 4515536
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 191g (Large)

14°-22°C / 57°-71°F

010

BLACK

010

BLACK

CASTELLI TIP
BREAK THE RULES
One of the cardinal rules of dressing for cycling
is that your tights or leg warmers go inside
your booties. Nano Flex changes that. When
it's raining, put the tights or warmers over the
booties to shed rain to the outside of the bootie
and help keep your feet dry.
010

BLACK

010

BLACK
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PURO 2 JERSEY 4516516
Warmer fabric on body, with new Warmer X-Stretch on sleeves
and side panels
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
Silicone gripper at waist to limit ride-up
3 rear pockets
Zippered rear pocket with reflective zipper cover
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 278g (Large)

13°-20°C / 55°-68°F

010

BLACK

023
RED

IT’S EVEN RACEABLE
This is the same jersey we give the Cannondale Pro Cycling Team riders and if you keep
a sharp eye you'll even see it used in races. They love it as the perfect cool weather
training piece. It’s a deceptively simple kind of garment that just gets everything right:
Warmer fabric on the body to keep your core warm, Warmer X-Stretch on the sleeves
to eliminate flapping fabric, a YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy up/down. Just one ride and
it’ll change your idea of how good a thermal jersey can be.
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WOMEN'S
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MONDIALE W BIBSHORT 4516051
220 g/m2 Cinquanta fabric with 50% Lycra® content for incredible
stretch and rebound and an insanely soft hand
Reduced panel construction eliminates seams for better fit and
comfort
Progetto X2 Air Donna seat pad for pro-level comfort
SnapLock fastener to open bib strap for nature breaks
No-sew bonded bib straps with upper-back 3D shaped yoke
Laser-cut ventilation holes on back of bib
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips
Reinforced no-sew side panels provide muscle support on hips
No-sew bonded leg endings with silicone gripper
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 141g (Small)

010

BLACK

COMFORTABLE AND SOPHISTICATED
An incredibly engineered short can look deceptively simple from the
outside. Our ultimate goal is a short that you can’t feel when you
have it on, and the Mondiale is a significant step toward that goal.
Our Cinquanta fabric features 50% real Lycra® to make it insanely
soft but with unprecedented muscle support.

MONDIALE W SHORT 4516052
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 139g (Small)

The stretch of this fabric allows us to give exceptional fit in a short
with only two seams, so there’s practically nothing to chafe and
nothing to fail. We’ve slightly reinforced the lie-flat leg ending and
added a touch of silicone to prevent it from riding up.

010

BLACK
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The straps of the bibshort feature no-sew bonded reinforcement
and a new SnapLock fastener so you can open the bibs for nature
breaks. The short version has Castelli’s double-layer Soft Touch
waistband that lies flat and doesn’t constrict. We’ve used our
proven Progetto X2 Air Donna seat pad, and we’ve bonded in a
reinforcement on the side panels that provides a slimming effect on
the hips. In keeping with the clean design lines, we’ve used a muted
logo that matches this short’s classic timeless quality.
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FREE AERO W BIBSHORT 4515044
Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal
coverage, maximum comfort
GIRO Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed
over larger area
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
Women’s-specific Progetto X2 Air Donna seat pad
for even greater comfort
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 149g (Small)

010

011

BLACK

069

BLACK/RASPBERRY

054

BLACK/CARIBBEAN

BLACK/MATTE BLUE

056

BLACK/PALE BLUE

FREE AERO W SHORT 4515045
SIZES: XS-XL

MADE TO RACE
Every detail of this short is made for racing: muscle support,
aerodynamic fit, comfort to let you concentrate on wringing
every last bit of energy from your legs, minimized weight, and leg
grippers that don’t cut off blood flow to your muscles. Even the
printable spaces are optimized to keep your sponsors happy. The
women’s version of this short is the closest Castelli comes to a

sized-down version of the men’s short. That’s intentional because
this is made for women racers, with the emphasis on the racer
part. It has women’s-specific fit, women’s-specific bibs and front
construction, and our women’s Progetto X2 Air Donna seat pad. Our
test crew has naturally included some nonracers, and the first thing
they comment on is the extreme comfort. This will be your go-to
short even when you don’t have a number pinned on your jersey.

WEIGHT: 126g (Small)

011

BLACK/RASPBERRY
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BLACK/MATTE BLUE

056

BLACK/PALE BLUE

010

BLACK

069

BLACK/CARIBBEAN
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VELOCISSIMA BIBSHORT 4515046
Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle
support and feels dryer in nearly all conditions
Newly engineered bib-strap construction is comfortable
on a wide range of body shapes
KISS Air women’s-specific seat pad for proven comfort
Flat-form waist construction front and back
GIRO3 lie-flat leg grippers
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 158g (Small)

101

010

BLACK/WHITE

023

BLACK

056

BLACK/RED

BLACK/PALE BLUE

VELOCISSIMA SHORT 4515047
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 136g (Small)

010

BLACK

101

BLACK/WHITE

069

BLACK/CARIBBEAN

SPEEDY ENDURANCE
We get a lot of requests for a mid-range performance short, and this one
is special. Our Endurance Evolution fabric is a high-modulous very flat
Lycra® fabric that feels extremely dry while giving just the right amount of
compression. The waist construction eliminates stitching and elastic and lies
completely flat. We use the GIRO3 leg band from our premium shorts and put
in the freshly updated KISS Air seat pad.

011

BLACK/RASPBERRY
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BLACK/RED

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/RASPBERRY
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MAGNIFICA BIBSHORT 4517058

MAGNIFICA SHORT 4517059

New ProDry Soft 2-layer fabric provides exceptional moisture
management
Affinity Lycra® front for extra stretch
KISS Air Donna seat pad for proven comfort
Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with clean edge finish
SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 134g (Small)

WEIGHT: 155g (Small)

082

054

MIDNIGHT NAVY/PALE BLUE/BLACK

MATTE BLUE/RASPBERRY/BLACK

231

BLACK/RED

321

010

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

BLACK

MAGNIFICA KNICKER 4517060
SIZES: XS-XL

010

BLACK

054

MATTE BLUE/RASPBERRY/BLACK

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/PALE BLUE/BLACK

231

BLACK/RED

WEIGHT: 171g (Small)

321

BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

EMPHASIS ON COMFORT
Our entry-level short is figure flattering thanks to the lightly compressive
matte-finish ProDry Soft fabric. Its two-layer construction keeps you dry
and comfortable. The leg band features our InMold silicone leg gripper,
which gives a clean edge finish and keeps the leg in place, but the soft
stretch eliminates the dreaded sausage effect. We finish it off with flat-lock
stitching and the newly improved KISS Air Donna seat pad.
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BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

054

MATTE BLUE/RASPBERRY/BLACK

231

BLACK/RED

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/PALE BLUE/BLACK

010

BLACK
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IT’S THE NEW NORMAL

AERO RACE W JERSEY FZ 4517061

When we first introduced the aero jersey to the pro peloton in 2007 it was seen as radical. By
2009 all the pro teams were jumping on the bandwagon, and in the following years the aero
revolution steadily spread to more and more cyclists. This is a women’s-fit version of our full
WorldTour-level aero race jersey, the fastest jersey we’ve ever tested. But we haven’t limited it
to racing: it has a full-length front zipper for easy on/off, a zippered pocket for valuables, three
full-size rear pockets for carrying cargo on your long rides, and excellent mois- ture-management
fabrics throughout. When we started engineering aero jerseys nearly a decade ago we didn’t
imagine they would become the new normal, but you’ll find that every ride is faster and more
fun in this not-only-for-racing jersey.

Women’s-specific version of the Aero Race 5.1 Jersey
Velocity Dry fabric on front
3D mesh on back to prevent overheating
Air Mesh arm bands
Compression band around waist keeps 3 rear pockets
in place
Zippered key pocket
Silicone gripper elastic
Full-length YKK® Camlock zipper
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 98g (Small)

069

CARIBBEAN/YELLOW FLUO
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056

PALE BLUE/MIDNIGHT NAVY

057

SURF BLUE/MATTE BLUE
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CLIMBER'S W JERSEY 4515050
StradaPro 3D fabric on back provides support to pockets
and UPF 16 protection
75 g/m2 Flusso 3D fabric on front and shoulders keeps
the jersey light and dry
Internal bustier eliminates problems with transparency
3/4-length zip
3 rear pockets
AirMesh arm bands
SIZES: XS-XL

This jersey started life as a lightweight jersey to make climbing easier. But it turned out to be
ideal for hot weather, and, surprisingly, it’s very good in cool weather or even rain (under a
vest or jacket) because it has absolutely minimal moisture absorption. The inner lining keeps it
modest and adds a nice desgin detail to one of our most technical jerseys ever.

WEIGHT: 95g (Small)

023

RED/WHITE/BLACK
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THE NAME CAN BE MISLEADING

069

CARIBBEAN/YELLOW FLUO/PASTEL BLUE

101

WHITE/RASPBERRY

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/PALE BLUE
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IMPREVISTO W JERSEY FZ 4517063

SOLARE TOP 4517064

Strada Nano fabric with nanotechnology water-repellent
treatment
YKK® Vislon® zipper with external flap
“Floating” 3-pocket design with zippered key pocket
External zipper flap for clean styling
Reflective viz strips

Softlex fabric for soft stretch with a cotton-like hand
Internal sports bra zips open in front for easy on/off
Full-length front zipper
3 rear pockets

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 145g (Small)

WEIGHT: 110g (Small)

101

UNZIPPED FRONT ZIPPER

BLACK/WHITE/RED

056

PALE BLUE/RASPBERRY

054

MATTE BLUE/RASPBERRY

011

RASPBERRY/WHITE/BLACK

AN EXTRA LEVEL OF MOISTURE MANAGEMENT
The Imprevisto is the first jersey that brings Castelli's Nano water repellent finish to a
fully breathable jersey fabric. In dry conditions you have all the air flow and wicking of
your favorite jersey. But if you get caught in some light rain or spray from wet roads the
nano finish repels water to keep you dry. We don't claim that it's waterproof as there is no
membrane, but it will give an extra layer of comfort in variable conditions.
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056

PALE BLUE/MIDNIGHT NAVY/RASPBERRY

069

CARIBBEAN/PASTEL BLUE/YELLOW FLUO

BUILT TO RIDE
010

BLACK/RED

023

RED/WHITE

With the built-in bra and the three rear
pockets, this top was made to ride. We
made it easy to get on and off thanks to
the full-length front zipper and the zip-front
internal bra. The Softlex fabric provides
active cooling in hot conditions.
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CLEVERLY DISGUISED

PROMESSA 2 JERSEY 4517065
Engineered knit in polyester/Lycra for excellent fit
and moisture management
Limited-stretch back supports pockets even when
fully loaded
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective tape
®

SIZES: XS-XL

PROTAGONISTA SLEEVELESS 4517066

The Promessa Jersey cleverly disguises extreme performance with design details that make people think you
bought the jersey for the looks, not the tech. The engineered knit fabric allows us to make the front extra
stretchy, while the back has limited stretch so that the pockets don’t sag when you load them up. We knit in
extra ventilation and subtle design details to balance technical features and sophisticated design.

Softlex fabric gives a soft, stretchy fit with a cotton-like hand
Full-length YKK® camlock zipper
3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective
tape
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 125g (Small)

WEIGHT: 109g (Small)

011

RASPBERRY/MATTE BLUE

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/RASPBERRY

069

CARIBBEAN/YELLOW FLUO

010

BLACK/RED

056

PALE BLUE/RASPBERRY/MIDNIGHT NAVY
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001
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SPADA JERSEY FZ 4517067

ANIMA JERSEY 4516055

ProSecco Strada donna fabric for high stretch performance with a cotton-like hand
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding
Assymetric insert on front
3 rear pockets
Reflective high viz tabs

Velocity Dry fabric on front for moisture management
and stretch
Prosecco Strada Donna back fabric for ventilation
Dual-color YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Silicone gripper elastic at waist
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 108g (Small)

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 85g (Small)

054

MATTE BLUE/RASPBERRY

054

MATTE BLUE

001

WHITE

010

BLACK

056

PALE BLUE

069

CARIBBEAN

EASIER SAID THAN DONE

082

MIDNIGHT NAVY/PALE BLUE

069

CARIBBEAN/PASTEL BLUE

010

BLACK/WHITE

Making a beautifully elegant high-performance solid-color jersey is a tough design
brief, but it’s also a passion for the Castelli design team. It’s the little details that
make this one special, like the phenomenal combination of Velocity Dry fabric on
the front and Prosecco Strada Donna on the back. The differences in textures give
visual appeal, but the magic is in the stretch and moisture management of the
front along with the ventilation of the back. A contrasting sleeve hem matches
the bi-color YKK® Vislon® zipper with neck-protecting flap. Three full rear pockets
with reflective viz strips and a silicone gripper elastic underline that this is a
performance cycling jersey and not just a design exercise.

CLEVER DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
The Spada Jersey combines many of our favorite components and construction methods in a jersey made for comfort on
long rides. The Prosecco Strada fabric’s hydrophilic treatment wicks moisture away while remaining extremely soft, and the
mesh panels help with fit and keeping you cool. The floating rear pocket construction lets us move the pockets farther down
the back for easier access while allowing you to stuff them full when riding in changing conditions.
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CROMO JERSEY 4517068

FAVOLOSA JERSEY 4517070

Prosecco multidenier 80g main body fabric for lightweight moisture management
Chrome-effect center stripe
Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips

Prosecco Strada Donna main fabric
Metallic-finish graphic
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 126g (Small)

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 88g (Small)

032

YELLOW FLUO

056

PALE BLUE

010

BLACK/SILVER

CROMO SHORT 4517069
Built on our top-selling Velocissima Short model
Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle
support and feels drier in nearly all conditions
Soft Touch waist construction
KISS Air women’s-specific seat pad for proven
comfort
Flat-form waist construction front and back
Chrome-effect leg bands
SIZES: XS-XL

011

RASPBERRY

069

CARIBBEAN

010

BLACK

WEIGHT: 132g (Small)

010

BLACK/SILVER
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BELLISSIMA JACKET 4516057
Swiss Eschler® Gamex fabric for wind protection with
excellent breathability
YKK® zipper
Stuff-sack-style pocket
Elastic in waist, non-elastic lower hem
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 142g (Small)

444

CAMOUFLAGE GRAY

lissima
Bellissima
Bellissima
Geometrico
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BELLISSIMA SHORT 4517071

BELLISSIMA KNICKER 4517072

Invita Strong fabric is luxuriously soft yet provides execellent muscle
support
Articulated soft touch waistband
Women's KISS Air pad for long distance comfort
Innovative raw cut leg ending with scorpion silicone dot grippers to
eliminate the dreaded ‘stuffed sausage’ effect

Invita Strong fabric is luxuriously soft yet provides
execellent muscle support
Sublimation printed soft touch waistband
Women's KISS Air pad for long distance comfort

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 177g (Small)

WEIGHT: 126g (Small)

444

CAMOUFLAGE GRAY

231

BLACK/RED

444

CAMOUFLAGE GRAY

231

BLACK/RED
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BELLISSIMA TOP 4517073

SPAGHETTINO TOP 4517074

SENTIMENTO JERSEY FZ 4516082

Invita Light fabric with mesh inserts
Built in bra
Tone on tone jacquard elastic
3 rear pockets

Made for hot days and eliminating your tan lines
Invita Light fabric
"Spaghetti" thin shoulder straps

Sublimation printed Prosecco Strada microfiber fabric
Full length front zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective tabs for visibility

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 86g (Small)

WEIGHT: 88g (Small)

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 88g (Small)

444
444

CAMOUFLAGE GRAY

023

CAMOUFLAGE GRAY

RED

BELLISSIMA CYCLING BRA 4515061

BELLISSIMA JERSEY 4515065

BELLISSIMA SLEEVELESS 4515066

Invita Light fabric for lightweight support with excellent
moisture management
Fits B to C cup size
Fully lined front
Castelli Bellissima perforated elastic under bust for
support and breathability
Back straps can be hooked together for racer-back cut
and extra support

Lightweight shortsleeve stretch fit jersey
Invita Light stretch fabric with mesh fabric inserts on
back of neck and side panels
3 rear pockets with easy-access side pockets
Front zipper with sculpted neck line
Castelli Bellissima perforated elastic waist

Lightweight sleeveless stretch fit jersey
Invita Light stretch fabric with mesh fabric inserts on
back of neck and side panels
3 rear pockets with easy-access side pockets
Full length front zipper with sculpted neck line
Castelli Bellissima perforated elastic waist

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 125g (Small)

WEIGHT: 75g (Small)
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CAMOUFLAGE GRAY
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WEIGHT: 113g (Small)
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BELLISSIMA JACKET 4516057
Swiss Eschler® Gamex fabric for wind protection with
excellent breathability
YKK® zipper
Stuff-sack-style pocket
Elastic in waist, non-elastic lower hem
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 142g (Small)

011

RASPBERRY

lissima
Bellissima
Bellissima
Tropical
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BELLISSIMA SHORT 4517071

BELLISSIMA KNICKER 4517072

Invita Strong fabric is luxuriously soft yet provides execellent muscle
support
Articulated soft touch waistband
Women's KISS Air pad for long distance comfort
Innovative raw cut leg ending with scorpion silicone dot grippers to
eliminate the dreaded ‘stuffed sausage’ effect

Sublimation printed soft touch waistband
Women's KISS Air pad for long distance comfort
Scorpion silicone dot grippers holds knee in place

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 177g (Small)

WEIGHT: 126g (Small)
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MATTE BLUE/KELLY GREEN

054

MATTE BLUE/KELLY GREEN
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BELLISSIMA TOP 4517073

BELLISSIMA CYCLING BRA 4515061

BELLISSIMA JERSEY 4515065

Invita Light fabric with mesh inserts
Built in bra
Tone on tone jacquard elastic
3 rear pockets

Invita Light fabric for lightweight support with excellent
moisture management
Fits B to C cup size
Fully lined front
Castelli Bellissima perforated elastic under bust for
support and breathability
Back straps can be hooked together for racer-back cut
and extra support

Lightweight shortsleeve stretch fit jersey
Invita Light stretch fabric with mesh fabric inserts on
back of neck and side panels
3 rear pockets with easy-access side pockets
Front zipper with sculpted neck line
Castelli Bellissima perforated elastic waist

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 88g (Small)

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 125g (Small)

WEIGHT: 75g (Small)

SPAGHETTINO TOP 4517074
Made for hot days and eliminating your tan lines
Invita Light fabric
"Spaghetti" thin shoulder straps
SIZES: XS-XL

011

RASPBERRY

063

KELLY GREEN

011

RASPBERRY

WEIGHT: 86g (Small)

011

RASPBERRY

BELLISSIMA SLEEVELESS 4515066
Lightweight sleeveless stretch fit jersey
Invita Light stretch fabric with mesh fabric inserts on
back of neck and side panels
3 rear pockets with easy-access side pockets
Full length front zipper with sculpted neck line
Castelli Bellissima perforated elastic waist
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 113g (Small)

054

SENTIMENTO JERSEY FZ 4516082

MATTE BLUE/KELLY GREEN

Sublimation printed Prosecco Strada microfiber fabric
Full length front zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective tabs for visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 88g (Small)
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KELLY GREEN

054

MATTE BLUE/KELLY GREEN
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PRO ISSUE W SLEEVELESS 4517075
ROSSO CORSA LIGHT BRA 4512060

Ideal for cool conditions when you need an extra layer
under your jersey
100% polyester 3D mesh fabric
Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort
Double layer construction at neck

The first sports bra invented for cycling, not running
Moderate support doesn’t overly compress
Maximum ventilation and moisture management
Cross back with Giro++ straps
Side tulle mesh inserts
Sizes/underbust measurements (cm):
XS 68-72, S 73-77, M 78-82, L 83-87, XL 88-92
SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 38g (Small)

WEIGHT: 50g (Small)
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WHITE

IT’S A CYCLING BRA, NOT A SPORTS BRA.
Developed with advice from our women’s pro team, it’s the first bra specifically designed for cycling, with
maximum support and moisture management. Rather than compressing like most sports bras, it gives just
enough support and then concentrates on breathability and comfort.

ROSSO CORSA SUPPORT BRA 4513077
The first cycling-specific sports bra for larger cup sizes
Maximum ventilation
Sufficient support for cycling without excessive compression
Adjustable shoulder straps can be crossed for extra
support
Fits C and D cups
Sizes/underbust measurements (cm):
XS 68-72, S 73-77, M 78-82, L 83-87, XL 88-92
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 56g (Small)
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CORE MESH W SLEEVELESS 4514066
Fully open mesh creates a layer of air between your skin and
the jersey
Body-wrap design wicks away moisture
Minimal seams for maximum comfort
Sublimated logo
Cut long to stay tucked in shorts
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 37g (Small)

15°-30° C / 259°-86° F

THE SUMMER BASE LAYER
This is the perfect minimalist piece to keep you dry in warm weather. The fully
open mesh serves mainly to hold the jersey off the skin, creating a layer of
air between your skin and the jersey to help you maintain a constant body
temperature. The fabric absorbs practically no moisture, and it weighs next to
nothing so it won’t weigh you down.
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AERO

AERO

COMFORT

COMFORT

LIGHTWEIGHT

SECONDAPELLE W RC GLOVE 4515069

ROSSO CORSA PAVÉ W GLOVE 4517083

ARENBERG W GEL GLOVE 4515070

DOLCISSIMA W GLOVE 4514069

High 4-way stretch fabric
AX Suede palm
Simple easy on / off pull tab
No-sew construction on palm pads for comfort

Palm with gel padding and silicone print for grip
Easy pull-on design
Easy-off central pull tab
Cool mesh back of hand

AX Suede palm with gel padding
Mesh Back
Adjustable wrist closure

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

ClarinoTM palm and foam padding
Low profile for maximum flexibility
Engineered mesh back of hand for improved
breathability
Easy-off pull tab

WEIGHT: 14g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 28g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 35g (Pair)

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 26g (Pair)
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STYLISH SECOND SKIN
With extra-lightweight fabrics and minimal
construction techniques, this glove will feel like a
second skin. Light padding and simple easy on / off
pull tab make this your most comfortable glove.
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MAXIMUM PADDING,
MAXIMUM COMFORT
The Rosso Corsa Pavé W Glove provides additional
comfort in the palm thanks to the softer perforated
synthetic leather. We’ve made the back of the hand
very clean, and the mesh stretch fabric keeps your
hand cool.

SOFTEN YOUR RIDE
Made for the rigors of the Arenberg Forest, the
toughest stretch of cobbles at Paris-Roubaix. This
glove features maximum gel padding to protect your
hands. The Velcro opening and mesh back keeps it
cool and comfortable.
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ROSA CORSA SOCK 4516060

BELLISSIMA SOCK 4515074

IMPALPABILE SOCK 4516061

VERTICE SOCK 4517076

INVISIBILE SOCK 4516062

Meryl Skinlife yarns feature bacteriostatic
silver ions
Diaphanous web mesh on top of foot
Midfoot support band
5cm ankle cuff

Meryl Skinlife antibacterial fibers
Diaphanous web on top of foot
High-density elastic midfoot support band
Flat-seam toe

Meryl Skinlife yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Midfoot support band
3cm ankle cuff

Our tallest pro look women's sock
Meryl Skinlife® yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Midfoot support band
9cm ankle cuff

Meryl Skinlife® yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Diaphanous web mesh on top of foot
Midfoot support band
No ankle cuff to be practically invisible
Heel tab to prevent rubbing on the back of cycling shoe

®

SIZES: S/M, L/X

®

®

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: S/M, L/X
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SUMMER W CYCLING CAP 4515079

HEAD W THINGY 4517101

Performance microfiber front with poly mesh back
Short visor for optimal fit with a cycling helmet
Vertical opening at back for a ponytail

Tubular polyester knit construction
Allover print
Light weight for spring/summer wear

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

UNLIMITED USE
Neck warmer, headband, face mask, sun shield, head
bandana, helmet liner—you decide. It’s just the right
weight for spring and summer use.
001

WHITE
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GABBA 2 W 4517086
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total wind protection with
water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 250g (Small)

SURPRISINGLY
VERSATILE
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056

RED
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YES, IT’S THE REAL GABBA
With all the Gabba copies out there, it’s amazing how many
pros still buy the real Gabba. This is the third generation of
the garment that launched an entirely new category, what
some magazines are trying to call the “rain jersey” but the
pros just call the Gabba. We’ve slightly tweaked the fit and
improved the drop tail and pockets, but otherwise we’ve
kept with the winning formula of warmth, breathability
and water repellency. The Women's Gabba is technically
identical to the pro's favorite, with adjustments made for
fit and logoing.
SURF BLUE
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PERFETTO W LONG SLEEVE 4516542
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total wind protection
with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 322g (Small)

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

IT’S HARD IMPROVING ON PERFECTION
Last year’s version of this jacket was called the Gabba Long Sleeve Jacket, but
we’re going back to reserving the Gabba name for the original Gabba shortsleeve jersey/jacket. We kept hearing so many people refer to the long-sleeve
version of the Gabba as “perfect,” so we’ve renamed it the Perfetto Jacket and
set about improving on perfection. We’ve improved the water-repellent finish
so it will keep you drier without affecting breathability. We’ve refined the fit.
We’ve laser cut the drain holes in the pockets. And we’ve totally redone the
splash flap on the back to make it lie flatter and fit better. The reflective logo
back there keeps you visible.
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RIPARO W JACKET 4516550
DONNINA RAIN JACKET 4515564

2.5-layer Torrent IV fabric with polyurethane membrane
Waterproof zipper
Fully seam sealed and waterproof
Packs up small
Stuff pocket
Reflective detailing

Exclusive ultralightweight 70 g eVent fabric
Stretch water- and windproof inserts at elbow, shoulder, side
panel and spray flap
YKK waterproof Vislon® zipper
2 external rear pockets
Quick-lock drawstring wrist closure with magnetic string keeper
Silicone elastic waistband
Reflective trim for 360° visibility
Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction
Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket
®

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 164g (Small)

WEIGHT: 168g (Small) 6°-20°C / 43°-68°F
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BLACK

UNCONVENTIONAL RAIN PROTECTION

SERIOUS SHELTER

We seriously broke with convention with this totally waterproof shell. First off, it breathes. Our
exclusive ultralightweight 70g eVent® fabric lets out the sweat at a remarkable rate. Second, it fits.
Fits like a cycling jacket, not a mountaineering jacket. Third, it packs down small (probably much
smaller than the rain shell you’re currently using) to fit in a pocket when you don’t need it. Finally,
we gave it details that make a lot of sense, like external pockets that are easy to access with gloved
hands and an extra-high collar and an easy-sliding waterproof zipper.

This is your jacket if you’re looking for total waterproof protection in a small package
and are ready to sacrifice a bit of breathability to get a workhorse jacket for commuting
or training in the rain. This isn’t the cost-is-no-object jacket of our pro race pieces, but
it comes near to them in packability and matches the waterproofing. The 2.5-layer
fabric features a durable woven outer shell with a waterproof polyurethane membrane
rated at 10,000 MVTR. It packs to a small size that easily fits in a jersey pocket, ready
to give you full waterproof shelter if the weather should turn. We’ve given it a high
neck, a long tail and a stuff pocket for when you need to carry it.

045

GREEN FLUO
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SUPERLEGGERA W JACKET 4517080
Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability to keep you dry
Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 77g (Small)
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SUPERLEGGERA W VEST 4517081
Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability to keep you dry
Mesh breathable panels on sides
Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity
SIZES: XS-XL

PERTEX® QUANTUM FABRIC WITH LOW AIR PERMEABILITY TO KEEP YOU DRY

WEIGHT: 65g (Small)
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ULTRA LIGHT, BREATHABLE, AND WATER RESISTANT

MESH BREATHABLE PANELS ON SIDES.
WATERPROOF CENTER STRETCH PANEL
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OMLOOP W THERMAL BIBSHORT 4516581
Thermal short cut just to the knee
Thermoflex fabric for exceptional warmth, stretch and breathability
Raw-cut edge at anatomically shaped knee
Progetto X2 Air women's seat pad for long-distance comfort
Mesh bib straps so that you can regulate insulation with your base layers, not the bib
Reflective viz strips for visibility
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 189g (Small) 12°-18°C / 54°-64°F

PRO INNOVATION
We first saw this back in 2009 when our Cervélo TestTeam rider Jeremy Hunt
rode the Omloop Het Nieuwsblad in knee warmers that he had cut to knee
length. It took six years for it to catch on, but we saw half a dozen or so riders
starting the 2015 Omloop with that same look. So we engineered a fabric that
lets us leave a soft raw edge at the back of the knee that won’t cut into you,
and we started riding prototypes. The women's version is technically identical
to the men's version but incorporates our women's bib shape, women's Progetto
X2 Air seat pad, and women's specific fit. Get ready for your most comfortable
fall riding ever.
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ATTACCO KID JERSEY 4517082
Prosecco Strada fabric just like the pros
20cm front zip
3 external rear pockets
Reflective tabs
SIZES: 6Y-12Y

WEIGHT: 89g
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SURF BLUE
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RASPBERRY

KID PINOCCHIO SHORT 4508084
Affinity Lycra® for outstanding stretch
4-Panel fit for growing kids
Specific kids’ seat pad
SIZES: 6Y-12Y

WEIGHT: 86g
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KID UNO GLOVE 4512065
Ultrasuede® palm with foam insert padding
Reflective Castelli logo
Micromesh fabric on back of hand
Microsuede sweat wipe
SIZES: 8Y-12Y

WEIGHT: 36g (Pair)
023
RED
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CASUAL WEAR

RACE DAY POLO 4513096
95% cotton / 5% elastane fabric, 220 g/m2
2-button center-front placket
Rib-knit collar
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos

CASUAL WEAR

SIZES: XS-3XL
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MELANGE GRAY

ARMANDO T-SHIRT 4516065
Ultra soft cotton polyetser blend
Screen-print graphic
SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE DAY TRACK JACKET 4516064
4-way-stretch melange fabric with durable water
repellency for lightweight protection from the elements

SIZES: XS-3XL

093

099

Full-length front zipper
2 side pockets
Reflectivity on upper body and collar

095

VINTAGE ORANGE

VINTAGE BLACK

MELANGE BLUE

ROSSO CORSA T-SHIRT 4514075

356g (Large)

60% cotton / 40% polyester, 150 g/m2
Treated cotton for increased moisture management
Screen-printed graphic
Contrast neck tape

FALL TO WINTER TO SPRING
This ultra-flexible jacket is just the right weight for those cool fall
days when you just need an extra layer to keep you warm, and the
DWR finish will be handy if your fall routine includes cyclocross in
Belgium, England or Portland. When the weather turns colder you can
continue to use it as a layering piece.

SIZES: XS-3XL
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RACE DAY HOODIE 4513092

ADVANTAGE T-SHIRT 4514074

65% cotton / 35% polyester, 320 g/m2 preshrunk
French terry
Draw-cord hood
Rib-knit cuffs and waistband with inner stripe detail
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos

60% cotton / 40% polyester, 150 g/m2
Treated cotton for increased moisture management
Screen-printed graphic
Contrast neck tape
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DRIVE BLUE

MELANGE GRAY

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL
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CASUAL WEAR

LIBERO SHORT 4513100
Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction
Two side pockets
Embossed tone-on-tone Castelli wordmark at top of back
Scorpion on leg
SIZES: XS-3XL
010

BLACK

CORSO PANT 4513101
Pure Italian styling to keep you looking good
even when off the bike
Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Two side pockets
Fitted cut for athletic look
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction

RACE DAY W TRACK JACKET 4516562

SIZES: XS-3XL

010

BLACK

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 419g (Small)

009
ANTHRACITE

W T-SHIRT 4516081

PODIO CAP 4516066

Ultra soft cotton polyetser blend
Screen-print graphic

Open mesh side and back
Adjustable fit
Embroidered graphics
SIZES: UNI

4-way-stretch melange fabric with durable water
repellency for lightweight protection from the elements
Attached jacquard lined hood
Full-length front zipper
2 side pockets
Slight drop-tail hem for extra coverage in back
Active fit

SIZES: XS-XL
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RACE RAIN BAG 8900106

Water and stain resistant materials
Water resistant zippers
Padded laptop sleeve
Tablet sleeve
Hidden waist belt
Helmet attachment loops
Adjustable sternum strap
External bottle pocket
Reflective accents

The pro’s choice for race day essentials
Bottom zipped vented shoe compartment
Shoe compartment can be separated
Internal mesh pockets
Flip open top pockets
Reflective accents
Name panels

RACE BAGS

RACE BAGS

GEAR BACKPACK 8900103

SIZE: 30 x 25 x 20cm

CAPACITY: 26 LITER

010
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#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/151306826
GEAR DUFFLE BAG 8900102

ROLLING TRAVEL BAG XL 8900101

ROLLING TRAVEL BAG 8900100

Water and stain resistant materials
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Moulded botom skid plates
Low density wheels
Telescoping handle
Internal laptop sleeve
2 main compartiments
Front and top carry handles
Multiple internal pockets
Fleece lined electronics pocket
ID window
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Molded bottom skid plates
Low density wheels
Telescoping handle
2 main compartments
Front and top carry handles
Multiple internal pockets
Fleece lined electronics pocket
Easy access laptop sleeve
ID window
Reflective accents

SIZE: 40 x 74 x 29cm

SIZE: 35 x 54 x 25cm

CAPACITY: 80 LITER

Water and stain resistant materials
Removable padded shoulder strap
Multiple internal pockets
Vented external shoe or dirty laundry pocket
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Reflective accents
CAPACITY: 71 LITER
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CAPACITY: 43 LITER

UNDERSADDLE XL 8900105

UNDERSADDLE MINI 8900104

Water and stain resistant materials
water resistant zipper
water resistant construction
Adjustable hook and loop attachment straps
External mini pump sleeve
Internal storage pocket
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Water resistant zipper
Water resistant construction
Adjustable hook and loop attachment strap
Internal storage pocket
Reflective accents
SIZE: 5 x 13 x 5cm

SIZE: 6 x 15 x 6cm
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LINEA PELLE

CHAMOIS DRY LUBE 8800100
Moist skin is softer and more susceptible to abrasion, as any rider who
has done a long race in the rain can attest. Our dry lube reduces friction
without weakening the skin through moisturizers. We also use 100%
natural tea tree oil for antibacterial and antimicrobial properties to help
prevent infections and saddle sores.

LINEA PELLE

FOUL WEATHER CREAM 8800102
This cream is designed to protect your skin
from wet, dirty conditions. It is not petroleum
based and won’t damage the fabric of your
bike shorts. It is also easier to clean off with
soap and warm water.

001

A WHOLE NEW LEVEL
OF COMFORT
We have been developing our skin care products for almost two years, finetuning the ingredients and testing the various versions on a panel of riders.
Our partnership with several skin care experts has allowed us to develop
unique products while ensuring that the product formulas are both effective
and safe.

001

LINEA PELLE COMBO PACK 8800103
All three Linea Pelle products delivered
in a mesh drawstring bag.

We tested multiple different versions of the creams to get just the right
performance. A group of cyclists blind tested these creams along with leading
competitors’ products, and the final versions of our Linea Pelle products were
the top-ranked products in these tests for almost all the testers.
We make any effort to avoid any ingredients that can irritate the skin or
damage technical cycling fabrics. Many of the ingredients are natural,
avoiding any synthetic ingredients that are associated with potential health
issues.
The packaging is important as well. The tubes make it easy to get an exact
amount of cream and are more hygienic than jars. The 100 ml size means you
can fly with the tubes in your carry-on luggage.

WARMING EMBRO CREAM 8800101
This cream creates a warming sensation that helps “wake up” muscles on cooler days
or can also help relieve sore muscles. We used mostly natural ingredients to create a
strong warming sensation but without the burning feeling that you get with some products.
This cream can be used underneath the Foul Weather Cream for racing in cold and wet
conditions.
001
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TRIATHLON

TRIATHLON
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Wind-cheating speed skin for bike leg
Velocity fabric on front, Velocity Mesh fabric on
back and shoulders
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Raw cut anatomically shaped elastic waist with
silicone grippers
2 rear pockets can hold nutrition and insulation
Sun protection from UPF 16 and up
Lightweight to prevent overheating
SnapLock fasteners to attache to Free Tri Shorts
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 135g (Large)

TRIATHLON

QUEEN K AND WIND
TUNNEL TESTED!
AERODYNAMIC RACE
SHIRT TO REDUCE
AERO DRAG FOR THE
BIKE LEG.

T1:STEALTH TOP 2 8617095

RIDE FASTER
We created this top to shorten your bike leg. And wind tunnel testing
shows that an Ironman bike leg will go by almost 6 minutes quicker
compared ot our sleeveless Free top. The second generation now
fits even better, includes updated pocket designs for easier access
and a new waist to stay flatter and even more aero.
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FREE SPEED RACE JERSEY 8617096

A-Vent 70g 100% polyester microfiber fabric
Open-mesh knit for excellent ventilation
UPF 15 rating blocks 93% of UV rays
Looser fit for airflow between top and skin
Self-fabric collar

Short sleeve jersey designed to be worn throughout
entire race
SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed
on the bike
SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to shorts to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg
YKK® camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Elastic shoulder area for swim and run comfot

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 40g (Large)

SIZES: S-3XL

SHORT-SLEEVED ADVANTAGE AND TWO-PIECE CONVENIENCE
Many top stars of the tri scene don’t want to race without short-sleeved kits any longer. Depending
on the weather or personal preferences, our athletes can choose from different short-sleeved
options. Those who prefer a two-piece combo will get another option for 2017.
While the updated T1:Stealth Top 2 is a no-compromise piece especially designed for the bike leg,
the all new Free Speed Race Jersey is meant to be worn for the entire race, from start to finish. The
short-sleeved construction ensures good aerodynamics on the bike and additional sun protection.
Its real benefits come into play during the run. The highly breathable and stretchy fabric allows
excellent freedom of movement and breathability. For those who opt to swim without any race top
underneath their wetsuit, the Free Speed Race Jersey can be put on instantly in T1, even with wet
skin, thanks to its full-length front zip.

WEIGHT: 107g (Large)

MADE FOR ALI’I DRIVE
This product comes into the Castelli lineup as a
direct request from Timothy O’Donnell when he
wanted to do better than his fifth place Kona finish.
The objective is clear: keep cool and comfortable
during the run. We took our insanely light and
ventilated A-Vent fabric and gave it a loosish cut
to allow maximum airflow between the top and the
body. The top weighs next to nothing but covers
a wide range of conditions: the fabric is excellent
at keeping you dry when you want it too but really
shines when you need cooling and can pour water
over it at the aid stations.
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SUPERLIGHT RUN TOP FOR HOT WEATHER RACING AND TRAINING.
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SHORT-SLEEVED ADVANTAGE AND TWO-PIECE CONVENIENCE
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TRIATHLON

T.O. ALII RUN TOP 8616067

FREE SANREMO SUIT SLEEVELESS 8616071

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed
on the bike
SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to shorts to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg
YKK® Camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper portion
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven
speed on the bike
YKK® Camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
Castelli-innovated Sanremo front construction allows easy
nature breaks and ventilation in one-piece race suit
Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with
minimal water absorption
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 58g (Large)
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YELLOW FLUO/ANTHRACITE
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SIZES: S-3XL

TRIATHLON

FREE TRI TOP 8616069

WEIGHT: 182g (Large)

THE LONG DISTANCE 1 PIECE SUIT
This suit is for you if you race 70.3 and Ironman distance and like
the convenience of a 2 piece suit but the comfort of a 1 piece.
The Sanremo front makes it easy to ventilate, easy to respond
when nature calls, and maintains the aero performance of a 2
piece suit. The full pockets on the back lay flat for the swim while
providing plenty of space for carrying nutrition on the bike or run.

FREE TRI SHORT 8616070
Instadry Speed fabric is fast in the swim with
minimal water absorption
Free construction for great anatomic fit
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and
virtually disappears on the run
SnapLock fastener at waist to clip jersey into place
for swim and bike
Flat-lock stitching
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
GIRO Air gripper elastic for more comfort
SIZES: S-3XL
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BLACK/RED

WEIGHT: 85g (Large)
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TRIATHLON

FREE SANREMO SUIT SHORT SLEEVE 8616073
SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper portion
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike
YKK® Camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Elbow-length sleeves for aerodynamics on bike
Castelli-innovated Sanremo front construction allows easy
nature breaks and ventilation in one-piece race suit
Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim
with minimal water absorption
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
GIRO Air leg gripper elastic
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 180g (Large)

ALL IN ONE
The comfort and speed of a 1 piece suit, most of the
convenience of a 2 pieces suit, and most of the speed of a
T1:Stealth on the bike leg. No wonder it's the pro's choice
for most races. We've sweated the little details, from fabrics
to construction to fit and cooling, even the details you won't
notice until you're on that last lap in the run.
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COMFORT,
AERODYNAMIC AND
SPEED FOR YOUR
NEW PERSONAL BEST
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SHORT DISTANCE RACE SUIT 8617097

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper
portion
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed
on the bike
Rear 30cm YKK® Camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim
with minimal water absorption
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and
virtually disappears on the run
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

SpeedFreak Dry water repellent upper fabric
Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with minimal
water absorption
Rear 30cm YKK® camlock zipper
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
Minimalist seat liner for comfort on bike
GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 176g (Large)

WEIGHT: 161g (Large)

FOR OLYMPIC TO IRONMAN DISTANCES

GO SHORT AND FAST

We made this suit to be compliant with ITU rules but with
the fabrics, aerodynamics and cargo carrying capacity to
be ideal for 70.3 races, and even to win the odd Ironman
World Championships like Fred Van Lierde did in this suit
in 2013. It has the fabrics, pockets and the Kiss Tri seat pad
of our Free long distance race suits to offer exceptional
performance in a wide variety of races.

This is the suit for sprint and olympic distance racing,
especially with non wetsuit swims. This suit features
water repellent fabrics for faster swim times, and
we've stripped it down without pockets for shorter
races where you don't want anything to get between
you and victory.
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TRIATHLON

FREE TRI ITU SUIT 8616072
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Tempo3 Light stretch fabric
YKK® Camlock zipper
High-capacity aero Free pocket construction
Speed Hooks to integrate with short
Sublimated graphic
SIZES: S-3XL

T1 6 SOCK 8614112

T1 3 SOCK 8614113

CoolMax yarns
Easy-on even on wet feet
Wide-opening cuff
6cm cuff height

CoolMax® yarns
Easy-on even on wet feet
Wide-opening cuff
3cm cuff height

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL		

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL		

®

WEIGHT: 89g (Large)

WEIGHT: 24g (Paio)

TRIATHLON

CORE TRI TOP 8614108

WEIGHT: 21g (Paio)

SMALL DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
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SURF BLUE/WHITE

001

WHITE
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The T1 Sock has been engineered with an exceptionally high
stretch cuff that opens wide and is easier to pull over your
foot when you’ve just come out of the water. The CoolMax®/
Lycra® blend is especially slippery on a wet foot which helps
getting it on, as well as helping to reduce friction during the
run. So now with no time loss you can put your sock on in T1
and have that extra foot protection on the bike so your feet
will stay protected for the run.

WHITE

CORE TRI SHORT 8614109
Pace 3 stretch fabric for excellent muscle support
Lie-flat leg elastic
Rear envelope pocket perfect for carrying gel or
energy bar
Speed Hooks to integrate to any Castelli Tri top
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike
and disappears on the run
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 145g (Large)

010

BLACK/WHITE

CORE TRI SUIT 8614110
Tempo3 Light fabric upper, Pace3 stretch lower portion
YKK® Camlock zipper
High-capacity aero Free pocket construction
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike
and disappears on the run
Lie-flat leg elastic
SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 189g (Large)

CORE. ESSENTIAL TRI
These piece are central to your Tri lifestyle. Hard working
pieces that are ready to race every weekend and hold up
to the entire season. We’ve included key features from our
top-of-the-line products like the exceptionally comfortable
KISS TRI seat pad, the Free aerodynamic pocket design, and
Speed Hooks to prevent the top from riding up during the
swim and bike. All of these pieces can be fully sublimation
printed to outfit your club.

010

BLACK/WHITE
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ALII RUN TOP 8616074

Wind-cheating speed skin for bike leg
Velocity fabric on front, Velocity Mesh fabric on back and
shoulders
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Raw cut anatomically shaped elastic waist with silicone
grippers
2 rear pockets can hold nutrition and insulation
Sun protection from UPF 16 and up
Lightweight to prevent overheating
SnapLock fasteners to attache to Free Tri Shorts

A-Vent 70g 100% polyester microfiber fabric
Open-mesh knit for excellent ventilation
UPF 15 rating blocks 93% of UV rays
Looser fit for airflow between top and skin
Self-fabric collar

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

TRIATHLON

T1:STEALTH W TOP 2 8617098

WEIGHT: 31g (Small)

WEIGHT: 116g (Small)

RIDE FASTER
We created this top to shorten your bike leg. And wind
tunnel testing shows that an Ironman bike leg will go by
almost 6 minutes quicker compared ot our sleeveless Free
top. The second generation now fits even better, includes
updated pocket designs for easier access and a new waist
to stay flatter and even more aero.
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FREE W TRI SHORT 8616078

Short sleeve jersey designed to be worn throughout entire race
SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike
SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to shorts to prevent
riding up during swim or bike leg
YKK® camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Elastic shoulder area for swim and run comfort

Instadry Speed fabric is fast in the swim with
minimal water absorption
Free construction for great anatomic fit
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and
virtually disappears on the run
SnapLock fastener at waist to clip jersey into place
for swim and bike
Flat-lock stitching
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
GIRO Air gripper elastic for more comfort

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 90g (Small)

SIZES: XS-XL

TRIATHLON

FREE SPEED W RACE JERSEY 8617099

WEIGHT: 109g (Small)
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FREE W TRI SINGLET 8616076
SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed
on the bike
SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to shorts to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg
YKK® Camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 51g (Small)

010

BLACK/PINK FLUO

056

PALE BLUE/PINK FLUO

SNAPLOCK SYSTEM TO CONNECT FREE SPEED W RACE JERSEY OR FREE W TRI SINGLET WITH FREE W TRI SHORT
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FREE W TRI ITU SUIT 8616079

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front
Velocity mesh back
Fully lined front
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper portion
Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike
Rear 30cm YKK® Camlock zipper
FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with minimal
water absorption
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 42g (Small)

SIZES: XS-XL

TRIATHLON

FREE W TRI SHORT TOP 8616077

WEIGHT: 141g (Small)

056

PALE BLUE/PINK FLUO

SHORT TO MEDIUM DISTANCE
We made this suit to be compliant with ITU rules but with the
fabrics, aerodynamics and cargo carrying capacity to be ideal
for longer races as well. It has the fabrics, pockets and the
Kiss Tri seat pad of our Free long distance race suits to offer
exceptional performance in a wide variety of races.
010

BLACK/PINK FLUO
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PALE BLUE/PINK FLUO
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BLACK/PINK FLUO

SHORT DISTANCE W RACE SUIT 8617100
SpeedFreak Dry water repellent upper fabric
Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with minimal water
absorption
Rear 30cm YKK® camlock zipper
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
Minimalist seat liner for comfort on bike
GIRO Air leg gripper elastic
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 164g (Small)

GO SHORT AND FAST
This is the suit for sprint and olympic distance racing,
especially with non wetsuit swims. This suit features water
repellent fabrics for faster swim times, and we've stripped
it down without pockets for shorter races where you don't
want anything to get between you and victory.
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TRIATHLON

CORE W TRI SINGLET 8614120
Tempo3 Light stretch fabric
YKK® Camlock zipper
High-capacity aero Free pocket construction
Speed Hooks to integrate with short
Sublimated graphic
Lined front
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 97g (Small)
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023

444
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CAMOUFLAGE GRAY

RED/WHITE

CORE W TRI SHORT 8614121
Pace 3 stretch fabric for excellent muscle support
Lie-flat leg elastic
Rear envelope pocket perfect for carrying gel or energy bar
Speed Hooks to integrate to any Castelli Tri top
KISS TRI seat pad is comfortable on the bike
and disappears on the run
SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 105g (Small)

CAMOUFLAGE GRAY
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DRESS LIKE A PRO

DRESS LIKE A PRO
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DRESS LIKE A PRO

HOT/SUMMER

RACE MEN

CLIMBER'S 2.0 JERSEY FZ
AERO RACE 5.1 JERSEY FZ

FREE AERO RACE BIBSHORT

TEMPO GLOVE

SECONDAPELLE RC GLOVE
INFERNO BIBSHORT

FAUSTO SOCK

COMPRESSIONE 13 SOCK

| 198 |
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DRESS LIKE A PRO

COOL AND DAMP

COOL AND WET

IDRO JACKET

PERFETTO LIGHT 2

NANO FLEX+ ARMWARMER

NANO LIGHT PRO BIBSHORT

NANO LIGHT PRO BIBSHORT
CORRIDORE GLOVE

NANO FLEX+ LEGWARMER

AERO NANO SHOECOVER
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DRESS LIKE A PRO

COLD AND WET

RACE WOMEN

TEMPESTA RACE JACKET

AERO RACE W JERSEY FZ

FREE AERO W BIBSHORT

TEMPESTA FM RACE PANT
ROSSO CORSA PAVÉ W GLOVE

TEMPESTA GLOVE

TEMPESTA LEG WARMER

TEMPESTA SHOECOVER
INVISIBILE SOCK

| 202 |
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PROTECTION COMPARISON

PERFETTO LIGHT 2

THERMAL INSULATION COMPARISON

PERFETTO
LONG SLEEVE

GABBA 3

PERFETTO
CONVERTIBLE JACKET

PERFETTO VEST

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING

OMLOOP THERMAL
BIBSHORT

NANO LIGHT PRO
BIBSHORT

NANO FLEX PRO
BIBTIGHT

NANO FLEX 2
BIBTIGHT

NANO FLEX 2
BIBKNICKER

NANO FLEX 2
BIBSHORT

PROGETTO X2 AIR

KISS AIR

PROGETTO X2 AIR

KISS AIR

KISS AIR

KISS AIR

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
SEAT PAD

IDRO JACKET

TEMPESTA RACE
JACKET

RIPARO RAIN
JACKET

VELA VEST

SEAT PAD OVERVIEW

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING

SUPERLEGGERA
JACKET
WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS

SUPERLEGGERA
VEST

SQUADRA LONG
JACKET

SQUADRA LONG
VEST

The Progetto X2 Air seat pad is used with its ventilated
skin-care layer to keep you cool. Its two-layer design and
multi-density padding ensures excellent comfort no matter
how long your epic ride is.

The KISS Air seat pad aims to incorporate as many of the
features and comfort as our top-of-the-line Progetto X2
Air seat pad but at a more affordable price.

Multi-density KISS TRI-pad foam is optimized for aerobar
position on the bike, and practically disappears during the
swim and run.

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT
REFLECTIVE DETAILING
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#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/113023541

#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/113004592

#VIDEOFILE
vimeo.com/113004590
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SIZE CHARTS
At Castelli, we obsessively test and refine to give you the
best fitting, highest performance cycling apparel.

1
4

3

3
2

2

1 On the bike, your Castelli jersey should fit close to the skin.

5

2 Off the bike, your Castelli jersey might feel tight across the chest and a little short in
front.
3 Castelli ProSecco treatment helps perspiration evaporate quickly to keep you cooler
and drier.
4 Castelli jerseys are designed with the sleeves articulated forward for maximum
aerodynamic performance.
5 Bibshorts should fit tightly enough to support critical leg muscles through compression
without inhibiting movement and constricting blood flow.

WOMEN

MEN (UNISEX)
CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

S
92 cm
80 cm
94 cm
82 cm

M
96 cm
84 cm
98 cm
83 cm

L
100 cm
88 cm
102 cm
84 cm

XL
105 cm
93 cm
107 cm
85 cm

2XL
110 cm
98 cm
112 cm
86 cm

3XL
115 cm
103 cm
117 cm
87 cm

S/M
36-39
35-38

L/XL
40-43
39-41

2XL
44-47

L/XL
40-44

2XL
44-48

SHOE-COVERS - Diluvio, Belgian Bootie
UNISEX

S/M
36-40
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S
84 cm
68 cm
92 cm
76 cm

M
89 cm
73 cm
97 cm
77 cm

L
94 cm
78 cm
102 cm
78 cm

XL
99 cm
83 cm
107 cm
79 cm

XS
MEN
WOMEN

35-37

S
36-39
37-39

M
40-42
39-42

L
43-44

XL
45-46

2XL
46-48

GLOVES MEN
CIRCUMFERENCE

XS
< 18,4 cm

S
18,4 - 20,3 cm

M
20,3 - 22,2 cm

L
22,2 - 24,1 cm

XL
24,1 - 26 cm

XS
< 16,6 cm

S
16,6 - 18,4 cm

M
18,4 - 20,2 cm

L
20,2 - 22 cm

XL
22 cm

2XL
> 26 cm

GLOVES WOMEN

WARMERS
SIZE
S (WOMAN)
S (MAN)
M
L
XL

XS
79 cm
63 cm
87 cm
75 cm

SHOE-COVERS - Euro Shoe size

SOCKS - Euro Shoe size
MEN’S SHOE SIZE
WOMEN’S SHOE SIZE

CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

SHORT/JERSEY
XS-S
S-M
S-M
L-XL
2XL-3XL

WEIGHT
45-60 KG
45-60 KG
60-70 KG
70-80 KG
>80 KG

CIRCUMFERENCE
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CASTELLI DISTRIBUTION
HEAD OFFICE

USA OFFICE

GERMANY/AUSTRIA

CANADA

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A.
VIA G. MARCONI 81-83
I-32030 FONZASO (BL)
ITALY

INFUGA
1040 NE 44TH AVE , SUITE 1
PORTLAND, OR 97213
USA

TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

TEL: +1 503 222 3500 / FAX: +1 503 961 8577
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-US.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GMBH
NEUE STRASSE 9
83071 STEPHANSKIRCHEN
GERMANY
TEL: +49 (0) 8031 2360803
E-MAIL: VERTRIEB@MVC46.EU

MV CANADA INC
101, RUE DU MOULIN, BUREAU 206
MAGOG, QC
TEL: +1 819 919 2199
CANADA
E-MAIL: CANADA@MVC46.EU

AUSTRALIA

DE GRANDI CYCLE & SPORT PTY LTD
TEL.: +61 3 5221 5099
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLIAUSTRALIA.COM.AU
SITE: WWW.DEGRANDI.COM.AU

INDONESIA

PRO-BICYCLE
TEL: +6221 7663029 / +6221 7663026
E-MAIL: INFO@PRO-BICYCLE.COM
SITE: WWW.PRO-BICYCLE.COM

SLOVENIA

FACTORY STORE
TEL: +386 (0) 3710 3686 / FAX: +386(0)37101261
E-MAIL: INFO@FACTORYSTORE.SI
SITE: WWW.FACTORYSTORE.SI

BELGIUM

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

INDIA

REALM INC.
303 SURAT SADAN - SURAT STREET,
MASJID BUNDER (E) MUMBAI - 400 009
TEL: +91 (022) 2348 4503

SPAIN / PORTUGAL

CDC SPORT
TEL: +34 96 3134559 / FAX: +34 96 3134303
E-MAIL: INFO@CDC-BIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.CDC-BIKE.COM

BRAZIL

CICLO LEIRIENSE
TEL: +55 (11) 2824 3333
E-MAIL: PASS@CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR
SITE: WWW.CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR

ISRAEL

ISRAVELO LTD.
TEL: +972 54 533 0046
EMAIL: LENNY@ISRAVELO.COM
SITE: WWW.ISRAVELO.COM

SWEDEN

INTERPLAZA
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: LISA@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

CHILE

BECERRA Y GILARDONI LTDA
TEL: 0056/27245555
E-MAIL: EBECERRA@BOGGI.CL
SITE: WWW. EUROBIKE.CL

JAPAN

INTERMAX CO., LTD.
TEL: +81 55 252 7333 / FAX: +81 55 252 7303
E-MAIL: CELLO@SAMCHULY.CO.KR
SITE: WWW.CELLOBIKE.CO.KR

SWITZERLAND

CUAG SPORTS AG
TEL: +41 41 259 51 00 / FAX: +41 41 259 51 09
E-MAIL: INFO@CUAGSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CUAGSPORTS.COM

CHINA /
HONG KONG

IRON ORE CO., LTD.
TEL: +852-3576 3839 / FAX: +852-3576 3837
E-MAIL: INFO@IRONORECHINA.COM
SITE: WWW.IRONORECHINA.COM

KOREA

VERY GOOD LEISURE CO LTD
TEL: +82 2 3014 4076 / FAX: +82 2 3448 5481
E-MAIL: ASHLEYKIM@CELLOSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CELLOSPORTS.COM

TAIWAN

SPEEDHIGH CO. LTD.
TEL: +886 2 2728 1026 / FAX: +886 2 2728 1193
E-MAIL: SPEEDACE@MS11.HINET.NET
SITE: WWW.BIKER.COM.TW

CHINA

G.R. BIKE (SHANGHAI) TRADING CO., LTD.
TEL: +86 21 50530126
E-MAIL: INFO@RIVA.COM.CN
SITE: WWW.GRBIKE.COM.CN

LUXEMBOURG

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

THAILAND

TAB GROUP
TEL: 02-5312345 / FAX: 089-0080035
E-MAIL: INFO@THAIACCESSBIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.THAIACCESSBIKE.COM

COLOMBIA

PROBIKE S.A.S.
TEL: +57.1.8966363
E-MAIL: JFRANCO@PROBIKE.COM.CO
SITE: WWW.PROPARTES.COM

MALTA

EXPRESS TRADING
TEL: +356 2167 7389 / FAX: +356 2166 7017
E-MAIL: MARK9H1BN@EUROWEB.NET.MT
SITE: WWW.EXPRESS-BIKES.COM

UNITED KINGDOM /
IRELAND

SADDLEBACK LTD
TEL: +44 (0) 1454 285285 / FAX: +44 (0) 1454 285286
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@SADDLEBACK.CO.UK
SITE: WWW.SADDLEBACK.CO.UK

CZECH REPUBLIC

VIVA LANSKROUN
TEL: +420 465 323 695 / FAX: +420 465 323 695
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@CASTELLI.CZ
SITE: WWW.ETAPE.CZ

MALAYSIA

CYCLE LIFE TRADING
TEL: +6012 471 0005 / FAX: +603 4292 1000
E-MAIL: INFO@CYCLELIFE.COM.MY
SITE: WWW.CYCLELIFE.COM.MY

DENMARK

BCW
TEL: +45 8883 9999 / FAX: +45 4648 1823
E-MAIL: INFO@BCW.DK
SITE: WWW.BCW.DK

THE NETHERLANDS

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

ECUADOR

DIRCYCLES CIA. LTDA.
TEL: +593 993684958
E-MAIL: JFSALGADO@DIRCYCLES.COM

NEW ZEALAND

ESTONIA

HAWAII EXPRESS
TEL: +372 639 8508 / FAX: +372 639 8566
E-MAIL: INFO@HAWAII.EE
SITE: WWW.HAWAII.EE

PRV VELO NEW ZEALAND
TEL: +64 9820 3512 / FAX: +64 9820 3513
E-MAIL: INFO@PRV.CO.NZ
SITE: WWW.PRV.CO.NZ

NORWAY

INTERPLAZA
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: POST@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

PERU

SPORTS LAB PERU SAC
TEL. +51 987961264
E-MAIL: CHARLIE@SPORTSLABPERU.COM
SITE: WWW. SPORTSLABPERU.COM

ROMENIA

MOS ION ROATA SRL
TEL: +40 21 210 4032
E-MAIL: ROXANA@MOSIONROATA.RO
SITE: WWW.MOSIONROATA.RO

FRANCE

GCC COUNTRIES

Photographers: David Pintens, Edoardo Civiero, Elle-esse.net, Gruberimages.pro, Ingo Kutsche, Joel
Sunderland, Peter Deconinck, Slipstreamsports.
Riders: Alvin Nodel, Andreas Giglmayr, Anna Hettegger, Ashley Norris, Davide Villella, Dylan Van
Baarle, Gabriele Della Dora, Giada Sgarbossa, Jered Gruber, Lisa Favale, Mara Dell'Armellina,
Marino Vanhoenacker, Margriet Kloppenburg, Martin Riz, Matilde Molo, Mattia De Paoli, Matti
Breschel, Mirinda Carfrae, Prisca Cavallin, Sebastian Langeveld.
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DAGG DISTRIBUTION
TEL: +33 (1)346 66946 / FAX: +33 (1)346 66945
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@DAGG.FR
SITE: WWW.DAGG.FR
WOLFI'S BIKE SHOP
TEL: +971-4-3394453
E-MAIL: WOLFI@WBS.AE
SITE: WWW.WBS.AE

GREECE

KASSIMATIS CYCLING
TEL: +30 21 0411 3654 / FAX: +30 21 0411 9317
E-MAIL: INFO@KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR
SITE: WWW.KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR

RUSSIA

TRASSA LTD
TEL: +7( 499) 258 09 19
E-MAIL: TRASSA@TRASSA.RU
WWW.TRASSA.RU

GUATEMALA

EUROBIKES.COM.GT
TEL. +502 55801209 +502 22106464
EMAIL: ANDREA@EUROBIKES.COM.GT
SITE: WWW.EUROBIKES.COM.GT

SLOVAKIA

SK PROFI BIKE S.R.O.
TEL: +421 48 415 1001 / FAX: +421 48 415 1021
E-MAIL: INFO@SKPROFIBIKE.SK
SITE: WWW.SKPROFIBIKE.SK
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YOU KNOW YOU’RE GETTING AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A. | VIA MARCONI 81/83, 32030 FONZASO [BL], ITALY | TEL.: +39 0439 5711 | FAX: +39 0439 56 436
INFUGA | 1040 NE 44TH AVE , SUITE 1 | PORTLAND, OR 97213, USA | TEL: +1 503 222 3500 | FAX: +1 503 961 8577
WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM | WWW.SERVIZIOCORSE.COM |

/ CASTELLICYCLING |

strava.com/athletes/castelli-cycling

